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Cummings
 
receives
 two life 
sentences
 
No parole 
possible;  
ex
-honors
 
student
 
takes fate 
calmly  
By 
Mike  
McGuire
 
Donald  
Cummings,
 a former SJSU
 honors student
 
convicted 
of two first -degree
 murder charges
 Jan. 11, was 
sentenced in 
San  Jose 
Superior
 Court 
Tuesday
 to two 
con-
secutive  life 
terms
 without 
possibility  of 
parole.
 
Cummings,  26, 
sat
 impassively as 
Judge John 
Ken-
nedy announced
 that Cummings
 must begin the 
life sen-
tences
 after serving 12 
years and eight 
months  for three 
related charges. 
He was 
convicted  of two 
first -degree 
burglaries
 with 
intent
 to commit great 
bodily  injury and a 
charge  of pen-
etration of a 
foreign  object in 
the
 body. Cummings
 was 
sentenced
 to the maximum 
jail term for those 
crimes. 
Cummings, a 
member  of  SJSU's 
convict rehabilation
 
program that
 was dismantled 
after his arrest on 
assault 
charges,  responded 
with  "no sir" when 
Judge Kennedy 
asked  if he had 
anything
 to say after the 
sentencing. 
After 
the sentencing, 
Cummings,
 clad in prison 
garb,  
smiled and
 stuck his tongue out
 at reporters. 
Cummings  was 
convicted
 of murdering 
SJSU  student 
Blythe Nielsen 
and Phyllis Higdon.
 In both cases, 
Cum-
mings forced his way 
into the victims 
homes,
 a jury deter-
mined. 
Nielsen. 21. 
was found bludgeoned
 to death in her
 12th 
Street 
apartment
 on Nov. 4, 
1979.  Cummings 
was  found 
guilty  of entering 
her apartment and
 beating her with
 a 
piece of 
firewood as she lay
 sleeping. 
Hidgon's 
decomposing body 
was found on Jan. 3, 
1981 
in her
 Fifth Street 
apartment.
 The 59-year
-old
 woman had 
been  sexually 
assaulted
 and stabbed.
 
Kennedy  ruled that 
Cummings showed
 "criminal so-
phistication" 
and that the crimes
 were unusually 
cruel 
and vicious. 
Cummings 
and his attorney,
 Bryan 
Schechmeister,
 
have 60 
days to file a 
written
 notice of 
appeal.
 
Prosecuting 
attorney Jack 
Marshall  said he 
was  sat-
isfied with 
the decision. 
"Judge
 Kennedy did 
an exellent 
job," 
Marshall  said. 
The death penalty is legal in 
California.  
Sitting
 quietly in the 
courtroom Tuesday
 was Doran  
Nielsen,
 Blythe 
Nielsen's  father. 
After the 
sentencing,  
Nielsen said justice
 had not been 
served.  
"No, it 
can never 
be
 served." 
he said. "I 
don't  believe 
he deserves 
to live." 
Nielsen  said 
the now
-defunct  
convict
 
rehabilation
 
program
 is 
responsible
 for his 
daughter's  death.
 
Cummings,
 a political 
science 
major  with a 
3.4  GPA, 
Donald 
Cummings (right) leaves the courtroom after receiving two consecutive life sen-
tences for the murders of two local women. Doran Nielsen
 
(tell),
 the father of one vio 
entered the program after his release from Atascadero 
State Hospital where he spent three
 years following a 1974 
rape
 conviction. 
The murder investigations were plagued by mistakes 
Photos  by 
Marion 
Schmth  
tim, talks after the trial. 
After  sentencing, Nielsen 
said  that 
justice  had not been served.
 
and bureacratic oversights, one
 of
 which 
resulted  in the 
accidental release of Cummings from jail. 
Cummings 
was accidently 
released in 1981 when a jail 
clerk failed to notice that a murder charge was still pen-
ding. 
Two 
days  later, 
Cummings
 was picked up 
in Aptos 
after an 
anonymous  caller 
tipped the Santa 
Clara County 
district
 attorney's 
office
 about the 
accidental  
release.
 
Housing
 
office
 
may  
change
 
rental
 
policy
 
By Keith 
Hodgin
 
The SJSU 
housing office 
will most likely 
abandon its 
first
-come,
 first -serve 
dormitory rental
 policy next se-
mester  in favor 
of
 a "random 
selection"  system.
 
The new
 policy would
 apply 
only 
to 
new 
residents.  
according  to Benjamin
 McKendall,
 acting housing 
direc-
tor.
 Continuing 
residents  who 
re
-apply on time,
 and pay 
their deposits
 by July 1, 
will  still have 
priority  over new 
residents. 
The 
policy will 
go
 into effect by the 
end  
of
 
March,
 un-
Fourth
 
Street
 
lot 
remains
 
open
 
to SJSU
 
commuters
 
By 
Larry
 
Hooper
 
Redevelopment
 plans
 for 
the 
Fourth
 Street
 dirt lots
 between
 San 
Carlos
 and 
San  
Fernando
 
streets  
will  not 
prevent
 SJSU 
students 
from
 
parking 
on the 
lots
 this 
semester,  
City 
Councilwoman
 Susan 
Hammer 
said 
Tuesday.  
The 
lots are part
 of the San 
An-
tonio 
redevelopment  
project.
 
The  block bordered 
by
 San Car -
`Weather
 
Scattered  
showers
 are 
ex-
pected 
this 
morning  
but
 should 
de-
crease  
this  
afternoon,
 
according
 to 
the
 SJSU
 
meteorology
 
depart-
ment.
 Highs
 should
 be 
in
 the 
high  
50's to 
low 
60's
 this 
morning  
to the 
low
 50's 
tonight.
 It is 
predicted
 that 
it 
will
 be 
partly  
cloudy
 
Thursday  
morning
 with
 
increasing  
clouds
 
Thursday
 
afternoon
 
los, San 
Antonio,  Third 
and  Fourth 
streets is 
scheduled
 to become a 
120-
unit mid -rise 
condominium  
devel-
opment, 
Hammer said.
 
In 
addition, 
the block 
bordered 
by San 
Antonio,  
San  
Fernando,
 
Third
 and 
Fourth
 streets
 is sched-
uled to 
become a 
high-rise  office
 and 
retail complex, 
she said. 
"In the 
next
 few months,
 we 
should
 reach an 
agreement
 with the 
developers," 
Hammer said, 
"but
 
construction  won't 
begin
 for quite 
sometime. 
"Certainly not by summer,"
 she 
added.
 
However, 
SJSU
 commuters will 
not be 
able  to park on 
the
 dirt park-
ing lots for 
much
 longer, according
 
to 
Stephanie  Duer, 
A.S.  director of 
non-traditional
 minority 
affairs.
 
"Those  lots 
are
 targeted 
for  con-
struction,"
 Duer said 
Tuesday.  
Dater also 
said that 
even if 
de-
velopment of 
the dirt lots 
does  not 
begin this summer,
 it will certainly 
begin 
before  SJSU finds a 
replace-
rnent for the parking spaces lost. 
The only 
probable  replprrtment 
for the dirt lots is the proposed 
Fourth Street garage, Duer 
said.  
"I know 
it won't 
solve the 
park-
ing 
problem,"  
Duer
 said. 
"But  it 
will  certainly
 help. 
The 
garage,
 if approved
 by the 
CSU  board of 
trustees,  won't 
be 
completed
 until 1985, 
according  to 
facilities 
director  Henry 
Orbach.
 
Last week, at a hearing on the 
environmental impact
 of the pro-
posed garage, several SJSU instruc-
tors protested
 the demolition of the 
Social Science building to make 
space for the
 garage. 
Duer said that those trying to 
save the Social Science building are 
fighting a losing 
battle. 
"Regardless 
of whether we 
build a garage there 
or not, the 
buildings
 are scheduled 
to come 
down," she said. 
less "someone points out some problem 
with it, then we'll 
have to back off," McKendall
 said. 
The new policy 
still  must be approved by Robert 
Mar-
tin, dean of student services, and 
W. Ann Reynolds. the 
California State 
University system 
chancellor.
 
McKendall  said he thinks the new policy will 
be
 more 
equitable for students,
 especially those not living in the 
immediate area by eliminating the need to rely 
on the 
speed of the 
postal service. 
The new policy 
will
 also relieve the 
"tremendous  con-
gestion"
 the housing office 
faces  every fall, according
 to 
McKendall.  
The 
housing
 office becomes
 congested 
during  the fall 
semester because 
enrollment  is larger 
than
 in the spring, 
and the
 demand for housing 
is greater than the 
amount  of 
spaces available.
 Students converge 
on
 the housing office 
hoping to 
get a higher place on 
the  waiting list. 
year. Students applying 
during  that period are selected
 at 
random for 
spaces
 available during the 
fall semester. 
Gary Little, Long Beach
 associate director of hous-
ing, said 
their  lottery program was 
started  to make ob-
taining a dormitory room 
more equitable. 
"The demand was so 
strong  that unless you lived in 
the 
greater
 Long 
Beach area
 you didn't 
have a 
chance," 
Little said. 
Little  added that Long Beach 
State has an enrollment 
of about 31,000, with 868 
dormitory spaces available. 
In comparison, SJSU's 
enrollment  last 
semester
 was 
about
 25,000, with 1,750
 dormitory spaces
 available. 
Washburn  
Hall
 resident 
Marcie  Weston.
 18, says the
 
current policy
 is just fine. 
"They 
rout -of
-town  
residents)  
would
 sign
 up early
 if it 
was 
really
 important to them.
 If I didn't
 get 
in,  yet
 I 
had  
put 
my name 
in there 
before 
somebody  
else  did, I 
would 
"If 
I 
didn't  get 
in,
 yet I 
had  
put
 my 
name
 
in there before 
somebody
 
else 
did, 
I 
would
 
feel that was 
really
 
unfair."  
Weston
 
Last fall about 90 
people
 camped out in front of the of-
fice to 
assure a high place 
on the list. 
McKendall  says the proposed lottery system 
would 
relieve this. 
According to 
Cathy  Curtin, assistant housing direc-
tor, her office had one of the
 largest returning populations 
ever this year. No figures were available, 
but Curtin esti-
mates that 60 to 70 percent of the dormitory students re-
turned 
this year. 
McKendall has not yet worked out the details of the 
lottery, but said it will be modeled after the program at 
Long  Beach State. 
The Long 
Beach  State 
housing
 office has
 a 12 -day ap-
plication 
period  that begins on 
the 
first working 
day of the 
feel 
that  was really 
unfair,-  Weston said.
 
This
 is Weston's
 first
 semester at 
Washburn
 
Hall,  
one  
of the 
three red brick dormitories 
located
 on 
Seventh
 
Street 
between
 San Carlos
 and San 
Salvador
 streets. 
Joe West Hall 
resident
 
Matt
 Meehan said 
he 
thinks
 
the first -come
 first -serve policy is 
better 
than 
the 
lottery.
 
"It's 
like waiting in line. It's 
not 
really 
fair to 
the  
people
  
who showed up first," Meehan 
said. 
Joe West Hall. called the 
"waffle  
building"
 
by 
some
 
students,
 is located at the corner 
of
 Ninth
 and
 
San  
Salva-
dor streets. 
McKendall said
 the 
lottery  
system
 is 
used  
at 
all  
Uni-
versity of 
California  campuses
 
and  
many 
private
 
schools,
 
including Stanford. 
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A.S. 
makes
 the right 
decision
 
The Associated Students
 board of direc-
tor's decision Wednesday to 
change  their 
"first
 
come, first 
serve,"
 policy to dole 
out  
the remaining $5,600 
general
 fund is cer-
tainly 
wise. And it's 
about  
time. 
Last 
semester, 
directors  acted 
as
 if they 
still had the $77,000 
in the previous year's 
fund. But they 
didn't.  They were determined 
to give the money 
away as quickly as possi-
ble with no planning or foresight. 
Wednesday's
 decision to distribute 
nearly $2,000 on each of 
three separate occa-
sions, rather than the usual haphazard
 basis, 
is 
both logical and
 responsible.
 
Groups
 un-
able to present their requests before the first 
meeting now have an opportunity to do 
so 
later in the semester without having to worry
 
about a depleted general fund. 
And groups that are denied funding in 
the earlier meetings
 will have another
 oppor-
tunity to request 
money.  
Also,
 there 
will be 
no
 chance 
of the 
board  
allocating
 more 
than  one 
third of 
the  entire 
fund 
to a 
single  
campus  
group. 
Last 
semester  
the  marching
 band 
re-
ceived 
$2,400  of the 
$5,480 fund
--nearly  half 
of 
the 
entire 
general  fund.
 
Editor's
 
notebook
 
Ideally,  
the fund
 is 
used
 to 
benefit  
the 
widest 
range
 
of
 
students.
 
Such 
a large 
alloca-
tion 
to 
one 
organization  
violates  this 
crite-
rion 
for the
 
dispersal
 of 
funds.  
Early  
in 
the 
semester,
 
the  
board
 
mem-
bers
 
realized
 
they
 
had  a 
tiny fund 
and 
could  
have
 
corrected
 the
 
"first  
come,  
first
 
serve"
 
policy.
 
They  
chose
 
instead
 to 
defend  
that 
pol-
icy 
rather
 
than
 
swallow
 
their  
pride.
 
As 
a 
result,  
other
 
campus
 
groups
 
worthy  
of 
A.S.
 funds
 
had  to 
seek 
finances
 
elsewhere.
 
Because
 the 
A.S.
 budget
 is funded
 by $10
 
out of 
each
 
student's
 fees,
 it is 
only
 natural
 to 
assume 
that the 
directors
 will 
distribute  
the  
money 
as fairly 
as 
possible.
 But 
last  
semes-
ter, 
A.S.  vice 
president  
Rick 
Spargo
 said 
he 
did not
 think 
A.S.  should 
be a 
"welfare  
state."
 The 
student
 
organization  no 
longer 
has 
the money 
to distribute
 to every 
cause  
that happens
 along. 
The results of last 
Wednesday's
 meeting 
are an indication that the A.S.
 board of direc-
tors are beginning to 
recognize
 this. Their 
decision to allocate the general fund on three 
separate
 occasions, and to listen to all 
group's requests before they distribute the 
money is quite reasonable. 
Stakes
 raised when 
people  die 
Tragic  deaths often make the most compelling and 
interesting news stories.
 
They show how fragile human life 
really  is and offer 
a touch of humanity in a world mired in 
budget  cuts, 
Gulf Wars and 
undercover  probes. 
But they're also the 
hardest to cover. 
Trudy Lonergan, a 77
-year -old La Mirada woman 
whose
 friends said looked
 too young for her age, loved 
By Dan
 Nakaso 
Editor
 
nothing more than to walk and 
jog  three miles every 
morning, her neighbors said. 
On any other day, neighbors would 
have  waved at 
the petite, blonde -haired, blue-eyed woman, as she ran 
through the neighborhood. 
But on one day she never finished. 
As 
Lonergan
 ran 
through
 an 
intersection  a 
block  
from 
her modest 
apartment, 
police  said, she 
collided 
with a car
 driven by a 
21
-year -old woman
 on her way 
to
 
work.  Police 
said
 both the 
driver
 and Lonergan
 were 
blameless. 
Witnesses  said 
they
 knew Trudy
 would die 
when  
they
 saw her 
twisted  and 
broken
 body lying 
limp in the 
street.
 
The story was interesting  because it was
 both tra-
gic and ironic that an old woman was killed while trying 
to 
stay 
in 
shape.
 
Police gave the basic information  
victim's  name, 
age, address and circumstances of death. But Loner-
gan's story cried out for a more thorough treatment 
than basic cop-blotter, just -the -facts writing.
 
Reporters need to 
use a more sensitive touch when 
reporting and writing about 
deaths  especially those of 
77 -year -old 
mothers.  
The press should cover those 
stories  as if they were 
writing about 
their own families. Journalists would un-
derstand a reporter's questions
 if someone close to them 
died
 in a newsworthy fashion. They should also expect a 
certain amount of 
compassion.  
The 
police could 
only
 answer the 
basic questions
 
about
 the accident,
 and more 
information  
was
 needed. 
Only 
Lonergan's  
friends
 and family 
could truly 
describe  
the Southern 
California woman 
and her lifestyle. 
The 
police, however,
 were able to 
provide  the driv-
er's 
telephone  number
 and also the 
opportunity  to get 
a 
unique side 
of
 the story. 
The assistant city editor working the story twisted 
his face and looked aff in the distance, 
evaluating 
whether the woman's comments were necessary. After 
a few moments, he made the decision, arguing 
the wom-
an's comments might add to the already tragic facts. 
flipped through  
some newspapers, read over old 
notes, went to the bathroom, wandered
 about the news-
room and generally did anything I could to put off telling 
the woman that I wanted to write about the fatal acci-
dent she was involved in only hours before. 
I gave only my name to a secretary who 
answered  
the telephone, 
hoping
 at least to talk to the woman. But 
her voice grew awkwardly silent when I told her I was a 
reporter. 
"Oh 
my God, you 
want
 to write about
 that!" she 
said, and hung 
up.  
I curled my toes in embarrassment,
 listening to the 
silence on the other end, 
certain
 that everyone in the 
newsroom
 shared the woman's shock that a reporter 
would dare call. 
What can you say? the editor said later. Some things 
just have to be done. 
Dan Nakaso's column on the
 media appears every 
Wednesday.  
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Stop the spiraling 
defense budget 
Editor:
 
Things have really 
changed 
since 
post
 Vietnam War. Not 
only is 
the military 
budget  spiraling up, 
but
 
ROTC  seems to be 
emerging with a 
new 
zeal
 on campuses.
 This is 
especially 
disturbing  to 
me,
 since I 
was  an unwilling 
participant in 
the 
Vietnam
 War. 
Some 
constraints
 have to be 
put 
on the 
military  budget 
and  that way 
of thinking. It 
is no longer the case 
where every military
 action the 
United States 
enters upon is solely
 
for the 
purposes  of the 
advancement  
of democracy. 
Economics,  world 
trade, and 
the control of 
oil rich 
areas 
have  been some 
reasons for 
military intervention.
 
Wars
 are no 
longer  an 
abstract 
thing
 we read 
in the 
newspapers,
 or 
as 
we see 
John Wayne
 in one
 of his 
many 
starring 
roles. 
Saturday  
morning  
cartoons  
also
 glorify 
death  
and war
-like 
situations  
where  we 
see
 
people  die 
only to 
re-emerge  
in the 
next 
scene.  
This  
letter
 is now 
addressed
 to 
Vietnam  
era 
veterans,  
ROTC  
cadets, 
parents,
 relatives
 and 
friends 
of those
 who 
have 
lost
 
someone
 in 
the  
military,
 and 
even  
those  who 
may  want 
to fight 
an
 ever 
expanding
 military
 
budget.
 When
 
you're
 down 
behind 
the 
sandbags
 
and the 
rockets 
or 
mortars  
(let's
 
hope 
you 
have
 it 
that  
easy)
 are 
flying  
all
 around 
you -- 
remember
 
you 
had this
 warning
 to 
rise  up 
and  
voice 
your  
objections.  
When 
the 
masses  
were  
getting  
tired 
of the 
prolonged
 
involvement
 
in 
Vietnam
 they 
rose 
up
 and let
 their 
objections
 be 
known.
 Only 
through
 
this
 type
 of 
effort  
will
 our 
elected 
LETTERS TO THE 
EDITOR 
congressmen
 realize guns over 
butter is 
not the choice of the people. 
I can only let you 
know  there is no 
glory in the type of wars: which may 
allow mankind to continue its 
existence (i.e. Vietnam,
 Korea). 
And any other 
kind of war --
nuclear - 
would only be (at the 
very least) devastating. 
We can no 
longer  wait while 
billions
 are spent recklessly on 
military related matters while 
social service
 programs have been 
trimmed
 to the bone. 
Don Shannon 
Sociology 
senior 
SJSU 
needs 
no 
book 
bannings  
Editor: 
I do not read Hustler, Forum, 
Couples, and Response magazines - 
- the "soft 
porn" publications 
removed from the 
Spartan 
Bookstore  at the request of two 
women from 
the  Women's 
Center
 
who had 
threatened to 
picket the 
store. 
Perhaps the
 bookstore needs
 to 
be 
more  selective in 
what it offers 
for sale, but 
it is alarming to 
think 
that 
censors
 from 
the  Women's 
Center
 or any 
other  group can
 tell 
the bookstore
 what to take
 off its 
shelves.  
Next, 
I 
suppose,
 
self-appointed
 
censors  
will 
be  
taking  a 
look 
at the
 
books  
themselves  
in the
 
bookstore
 --
or 
the 
university  
library
 
-- and
 
threaten
 to 
picket
 
during
 
some
 
special  
week
 unless
 
certain  
books
 
are removed. 
Self-appointed
 censors and book 
banners have 
no place on campus 
where the free exchange 
of ideas is 
supposed to be 
a part of the 
educational
 process. 
I'm
 sure the 
magazines 
removed from
 the bookstore 
were 
disgusting, 
but unless they
 are 
obscene and 
cannot  be legally sold,
 I 
think the
 option to stock
 periodicals 
should be 
left
 with the 
bookstore  
management
 and not
 with the 
Women's 
Center. 
While I am 
sure many 
would  
find it admirable to 
get "soft porn" 
taken 
off the shelves
 of the 
bookstore, I am 
concerned about 
who  can define 
"pornography"  well 
enough to censor
 it these days. 
Even  
the U.S. 
Supreme
 Court is 
having  a 
tough time defining 
obscenity. God 
help us if 
we
 start throwing
 out 
everything  in the 
bookstore  that 
someone
 finds 
"objectionable."  The 
Holy Bible itself
 is banned in 
some
 
countries
 where religious or go 
- 
vernment leaders 
find it ob-
jectionable. 
Joe B. Swan 
Instructor
 
Journalism  
All 
letters 
must
 bear the
 writ-
er's name,
 signature,
 major,
 phone 
number  
and  class 
standing.
 The 
phone
 number 
is for 
verification  
pruposes, 
and will 
not be 
printed.  
The 
opinions  in 
letters 
are  those 
of 
the 
writers, 
and do 
not 
necessarily  
represent
 those 
of the 
Spartan
 
Daily. 
Letters
 can 
be
 
delivered
 to 
the 
Daily, 
upstairs
 in 
Dwight
 Bentel
 
Hall,
 or to 
the 
information
 
center  on 
the  first
 floor 
of the 
Student
 
Union  
TALKMAN:
 
What
 
do 
you 
think of the 
general  
education
 requirements?
 
Asked
 at various 
places  around 
campus 
First of all. I would cut 
out the history. 
That  didn't 
help my education at all.
 I 
got most of that in high 
school. But I think you get 
a well rounded 
education.  
I'm satisfied. 
Greg 
Magnuson 
Aeronautics  Maintenance
 
senior  
I don't
 think 
they're
 
excessive
 
They're 
basically  
what 
everyone
 
needs
 to 
take.  
It's  good 
they've 
added 
the  writing
 
workshop. They 
(students)
 
need
 their 
basic  
courses.  
They
 aren't that 
hard.  
Cathy  Flanagan 
Fine Arts 
senior  
find the requirements 
exclusive. They will not 
accept a course 
of the same 
title from another
 school. 
I'm not saying the entire 
G.E. system is bad. A lot of 
ih is 
good  It's just too 
constricting. 
I.isa 
Sleeker 
Chemistry 
senior 
I think 
they're 
pretty  
vague.  
They're  just 
a 
review,
 but I think
 it has 
forced me to 
look into areas 
I 
wouldn't  have 
otherwise.
 
I'm afraid of 
science,
 but 
by
 being forced
 to take 
it,  
it's 
helped  me 
Hedy 
Ilerrera  
Art 
junior
 
 4. 
They're pretty 
much 
necessary 
just to complete
 
the person as a 
whole.  It's 
not good if we 
just study the 
subject 
we're  interested
 in. 
General education 
courses 
tend to 
broaden  your 
knowledge 
John Flejar 
Idostrial Technology 
senior 
By 
()I( 
he 
oll
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Steamy
 
'Streetcar'
 
opens  
Friday
 
By Gigi 
Bisson 
When Sandy
 Mulvihill
 
wrapped
 a grimy scrap
 of 
old 
white  bathmat around
 
her shoulders and showed 
off  her "gorgeous
 fur" to 
David Apple, a few of 
the 
scattered handful 
of people 
in the 
audience 
began 
laughing. 
But 
with a little 
imagi-
nation, Sandy 
becomes 
"Blanche," David be-
comes "Stanley," and the 
rag becomes a beautiful 
mink stole. 
Even seeing Katie 
O'Shea 
strap  on a hunk of 
lumpy foam rubber 
and 
suddenly 
become
 the preg-
nant "Stella" 
didn't spoil 
the magic on 
stage 
Outside 
the University 
Theatre that night, it 
was 
raining 
and 
miserably
 
cold. But 
you could 
almost 
see  the 
heat
 rise 
off  the 
stage as 
the 
actors  re-
hearsed 
"A 
Streetcar  
Named  
Desire."  
The 
steamy
 
Tennesscc
 
Williams'
 
tragedy
 
opens  
the 
SJSU
 spring 
theatre 
season 
at
 8 p.m. 
Friday  
and is 
scheduled  to 
run  
through Feb. 19. 
"Every play has it's 
own 
complications,"  Kate 
Irvine, theater arts public-
ity coordinator, whispered 
as Mulvihill sprayed her-
self 
with  imaginary per-
fume during
 a Friday 
dress rehersal. 
"This 
play  has to 
look 
real," Irvine said. 
"The ac-
tors have to look like they 
use these things." 
Because
 
many 
of the
 
props are
 authentic
 1940's 
period  
pieces,
 they
 will 
not  
be used until 
actual  
perfor-
mances. 
A week before
 
opening 
night, the 
painstaking
 
pro-
cess of 
timing
 entrances
 
and 
planning  
every
 nuance 
to bring 
Williams'
 
charac-
ters
 to life was 
nearly  com-
plete.
 
"A 
Streetcar  
Named 
Desire"  
takes
 place 
during  
1947 
in
 a tiny 
two 
room  
flat
 
Stella 
(Katy O'Shea)
 takes 
*coke
 
break  - 
40s style 
during rehearsal for "Streetcar 
Named
 Desire."
 
Correction 
An advertisement in 
Tuesday's Daily incor-
rectly stated that a talk on 
"Tuition Increase Again?" 
would be held Tuesday. 
The correct time is actu-
ally today at noon at 
300 
South 10th Street. 
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Show
 
that
 
you  
care  
-with 
flowers 
DAILY  
DELIVERY
 
SERvirE
 
438 E. Santa Clara 
415 
968-0220
 
Mountain
 
View
 
Bakmas
 
Flower
 
Shop 
silk  
arrangement,
 
fresh flowers 
house plants 
of a run-down 
building  in 
New 
Orleans'
 French 
Quarter . 
The set, designed by 
SJSU graduate 
student
 
Keith Gehrig, has transpa-
rent walls that are defined 
by ragged 
breakaway
 bor-
ders resembling an ar-
chitectural 
drawing. But 
there is a sense 
of claustro-
phobia even 
without  the 
walls.  
As the play progresses, 
Blanche
 Du 
Bois,  the 
play's 
central  
character,
 
"slowly loses it,"
 accord-
ing 
to
 Irvine, 
A aristocratic
 souther 
belle 
clinging to an 
illusion
 
of
 refinement, 
Blanche is 
one of 
American  Drama's 
most vivid 
characters
 and 
a coveted 
female  role. 
Mulvihill  said 
she 
thinks 
Blanche
 is one of 
the 
best 
female  roles 
becase  
"she  is a 
universal
 charac-
ter 
everybody  
can  asso-
ciate
 
with."  
that
 every 
actor  would 
love 
to 
have,"
 said Irvine. 
Apple,
 as 
Stanley,  
the 
role that 
made 
Marlon  
Brand°
 famous,
 is an engi-
neering 
major who has
 ap-
peared
 in 
nine
 
productions  
at SJSU. 
When  
Streetcar
 starts,  
it's 
hot,
 but it gets 
hotter  as 
the play 
progresses.
 
Perhaps 
the best 
way  
to give a 
feeling
 of the in-
tensity of emotions
 and de-
sires in 
the play 
comes 
from
 two  of 
William's
 
lines:
 
Stella: Haven't
 you ever 
ridden
 on that streetcar? 
Blanche: It 
brought
 me 
here.  
where  I'm 
not
 
wanted and where I'm 
ashamed
 to be. 
As 
Mulvihil says,
 "It 
has a 
smokey  feel, it's very
 
intense." 
Director 
Richard
 
Parks, 
who works 
as a 
freelance 
producer  for 
the 
Photos 
by
 Karen Kelso 
Mulvihill, a 
junior, 
finds playing
 a 35-year -old 
a challenge. "I've 
been
 ob-
serving older 
women  and 
you can 
always  pull some-
thing 
from  your life into a 
role," she 
said.  
Ironically, 
Mulvihill's 
mother 
acted in "Street-
car" while 
pregnant  with 
her. 
O'Shea, 
who plays
 
Stella, is a 
new freshman 
from Independence 
High 
School in San 
Jose. The 
SJSU 
Theater
 Arts 
Depart-
ment 
is unique in 
that
 if 
someone has talent, 
they  
can enter a 
production 
fresh out 
of high school
 as 
she did. 
Ron 
Lindblom 
who 
plays  
Blanche's
 suitor, 
Mitch,
 had professional
 ex-
perience in 
Boston,  and 
was 
at the Ashland
 Shake-
speare 
Festival  in 
Oregon  
and
 is currently
 perform-
ing 
the title role 
in "When 
You 
Commn  Back, Red 
Ryder"  at 
Saratoga
 Cham-
ber 
Theater.  The 
theater 
will close
 down 
while 
Lindblogn
 
appears  in 
"Streetcar"  and 
reopen on 
February 25. 
"Ron
 has a 
problem 
National 
Broadcasting  
Company when he's 
not 
teaching and 
directing  
at
 
San
 Jose State, watched 
in-
tently
 as he snuffed ciga-
rettes in a huge ashtray 
by
 
his side. 
"Just tell 
them it's art 
award
-winning, fantastic. 
play," he said 
with  the 
same pride and enthu-
siasm that the rest of 
the 
cast seems 
to
 have about 
the play. 
Even though a few fin-
ishing touches were absent
 
during  rehearsal that 
night, 
the actors were 
ready. Even with 
inter-
ruptions, even without 
props, "A 
Streetcar  
Named 
Desire"  was an in-
tense experience. Friday
 
night  it will be complete. 
Tickets are $5 
general
 
admission,
 and $2.50 for 
student/senior 
citizens  on 
the 
weekends,
 and $4 gen-
eral admission and $2 for
 
student/seniors
 
on
 
Wednesdays and 
Thurs-
days.  Tickets are on 
sale  in 
the University 
Theater Box 
Office. 
For  more 
information,
 
call 277-2777. 
I'm
 Surma Cum Laude. 
I study for hours. 
But Ralph stole my girl 
With
 
France 'n Flowers. 
 
Don't  be outfoxed 
this Valentine's 
Day. 
Call 
your FID " 
Florist 
The 
perfect
 gift for 
'alentule's  
Day
 
is 
the FTD Fragrance
 'n Flowers " 
Bouquet.  
Hower.
 
fri 
FTD plus 
Arpege   by Lamm 
And it's usually' 
less 
than
 $207 Just call 
or
 visit your FTD 
Flonst today. 
Send your love with 
special
 care. 
292-0462
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,* 
ATTENTION
 
STUdENTS
 ANd 
FAcul:ry
 
TA1.ENT
 
AUCIITIONS
 
FOR 
NEW 
DISNEY
 
CHANNEL  
NATioNAI.  
T.V. 
Show
 
"Up
 
ANd
 
ComiNq"
 
SiNqERS,
 
quoups,
 
dANCE,
 
pERFORMANCE,  
MIMES,  
COMICS,
 
TAlkiniq  
ANIMALS, 
ETC. 
 All 
SINEllE
 
ACTS chosim will 
RI(  tiVF
 
$200 
 All 
coloup
 
ACTS CbOSEN
 
will RE(
 tivi 
$400 
Audieioss will be held is The UMUNI1UM 
ROOM  is
 ThE 
STUdINT 
Ursioni
 Nora i 0 AM 
To 5 pM ON 
SATURdAy  FEb. 12Th,
 
FOR Audition st hildijljrw1 
tall: 
408-946-1282
 
Katy 
O'Shea
 
looks
 down at 
Sandy
 Mulvihill 
rants  about the loss of their
 
mansion  in a 
scene
 
from  
"Streetcar."
 
Tonight!
 
Season
 
Premiere
 
All 
Students
 
2 
for 1! 
"HEY
 
BUDIETS
 
PARlY!"
 
I 
AT RIDGE INT NIGH 
It's 
Awesome,
 
Totally  
Awesome!
 
2116 
World  
According
 to 
Garp  
2123 
Road Warrior 
All 
Shows  at 
Morris  Dailey 
Auditorium 
7&10pm
 
Still
 only $1 .75 
The  
ASPS
 
Spring
 
Films
 
&OBS
 
Malcolm
 
X 
"A 
brilliantly
 
constructed  
documentary -it
 stands
 as a vital 
record
 of a 
man  of our 
time."  
 
Judith
 
Crist.  
Thursday
 2110 
Morris
 Dailey
 
Auditorium
 
7 
& 
10
 
pm
 
t I liti 
rs:  
2117 -Sidney 
Poitier  in 
1 
Raisin  In The 
Sun" 
FREE!  
 
MR,111010 
CHINESE
 FOOD WITHOUT
 
THE  WAIT 
in 
celebration
 of 
our 
SIXTH
 ANNIVERSARY
 
Corner
 
of 
8th &  
I . Santa ( lata 
We 
Feature
 
Fried rice 
Sweet  & 
sour 
pork
 
Sweet  & 
sour
 ribs 
Spicy 
beef 
Barbeque 
ribs 
Chow 
mein 
Jumbo egg rolls 
Chicken broccoli
 
Beef
 cauliflower
 
Zucchini
 & pork 
Bell peppers&  
pork 
Pork rib 
stew
 
Porn  
Porn 
Chicken
 
IM11_1110.-111 
()Pt N 
7 DAYS
 A WFFK 
293-3925
 
rmu.
 
wie 
.75
 
FREE
 
Any Two 
Combination  
Selections 
...023m/8=3
 
Ep. 
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 EGC 
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with  
purchase
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I 
or 
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Limos
 
ultimate
 
in 
By 
Karen
 
Sorensen
 
Today's  Valentine's Day has become so 
routine  that people may 
have to start looking 
the word romance up in the dictionary. 
Yet there is still hope. For those who desire
 a truly romantic, spe-
cial, and different evening, try
 a limousine ride. 
Yes, it 
costs more than a box of candy, but just 
picture the look on 
your
 sweetheart's face when they see 
a limo waiting to whisk them 
away. 
Limousines
 are the 
perfect  way 
to
 put a little 
class in your
 Valen-
tine's Day. 
Most  come 
equipped  with 
luxuries 
such  as a 
stereo,
 tape 
player,
 
velour
 or 
leather
 interior,
 one-way 
tinted 
glass,  and a 
partition 
be-
tween 
the driver 
and  riders. 
For a little
 extra 
money,  
additional
 features
 such as a 
bar, moon 
roof, 
and TV can 
be
 enjoyed. 
And 
for those 
who  really 
want  to 
splurge
 try Home
 James 
Limou-
sine 
)984-8866).
 They 
have a limo 
which 
features all of 
the above 
items  
plus  an 
electronic
 bar 
which  
automatically  
makes  a 
drink,
 one-way 
glass 
between the 
driver  and riders, 
a CB radio, and 
a video tape 
player 
with
 a tape of your
 choice provided.
 
Limousines
 also have a 
practical side 
to
 them. They 
eliminate  the 
hassles
 of traffic, 
parking,  and most 
importantly, 
drunk  driving. 
Because 
of
 these 
advantages,
 limousines
 are perfect 
for Valen-
tine's
 Day. Couples 
can give each 
other  their 
undivided
 attention from 
the moment
 they leave, 
instead  of after 
they
 reach their 
destination.  
So, where
 does a person 
go
 in a limousine?
 
The Shadowbrook
 Restaurant 
in Capitola 
(475-1511)
 is one of the
 
most popular 
places, and for
 good reason. 
Based on the 
edge  of a 
river,  it provides a 
choice of two 
entrances:  a 
romantic
 garden walk-
way, or a 
tram ride with a 
view. 
The  restaurant 
serves delicious 
continental 
cuisine  and has 
many  
out-ot-the-way
 tables for 
two.
 If you haven't
 been convinced 
to try it, 
they are
 serving a special
 chocolate fudge
 cake with 
rasberries  and 
The 
uxury
 
MarianSchmkh
 
cream, for a Valentine dessert. 
Reservations are advisable. 
After dinner choose a romantic
 spot along the coast to park,
 and 
sip 
champagne  while listening to the sound of the waves. 
Another evening idea could 
be a trip to your favorite 
restaurant  in 
San Francisco and a drive through Golden Gate 
Park afterwards. Or 
park near the Top of the Mark 
(Mark Hopkins Hotel) on Telegraph
 
Hill for a spectacular
 view of the city lights. 
Those preferring a local evening might try dinner at one of the
 fol-
lowing restaurants: The Red Lion, at Highway 101 and the Old Bay -
shore Freeway, featuring continental 
cuisine  ( 279-0600); Michaels, at 
830 
East El Camino Real, Sunnyvale, specializing in seafood ( 245-
2925) ; or La Hacienda
 Inn Restaurant, at18840 Saratoga -Los Gatos 
Rd., Los Gatos, serving French -Italian food ( 
354-6669).
 
For a romantic after dinner drive, direct your chauffeur up Mt. 
Hamilton for the best view of the valley. 
No matter where you go, the evening is sure to be a success with a 
limousine. 
Most Limo Companies charge by the hour and set a three hour 
minimum. Prices range from $28 to $55 dollars an hour. Several estab-
lishments offer an all -day rate as well. 
Reservations  are suggested 
and a deposit is usually required. 
Courtesy Limousine of Sunnyvale, (245-1385), provides a great 
amount of luxury for a low price 
They offer a comfortable Cadillac Fleetwood with a stereo, cas-
sete, glass partition for privacy, and a bar ( BYOB or they will provide 
some at your expense). 
Reservations should be made at least one week in advance  for 
Valentine's Day. 
So to spice up your Valentine's Day, try a limousine. It may thin 
your pocketbook a bit, but it is sure to provide an experience to re-
member. 
Guide  
to 
South 
Bay
 
night
 
spots
 
where 
Cupid's  
arrows 
might
 fly 
By 
Janet  
Cassidy
 and 
Grace 
Donatelli
 
A few local 
restaurants  
have decided to put Valen-
tine's day at the top of their 
menu.
 They're going all 
out to make romance the 
main  course on February 
14. 
If 
you're  in 
the mood 
for a 
red-hot  
Valentine's
 
party, with pink
 margari-
tas and 
an all-night 
happy 
hour, then 
Charlie's Res-
taurant 
and Lounge, 
95 S. 
Market St. is 
the place to 
be 
Charlie's 
will 
give  
away a 
weekened 
trip  for 
two to Reno. 
The Victorian 
House,  
476
 S. First St., is a quaint 
place for
 lovers. Antiques 
in an old-fashioned
 setting 
provide the perfect atmo-
sphere for Valentine's 
Day.
 Ladies will receive a 
fresh 
orchid.  
Opening  
their
 
doors  
just
 for the
 
occasion,
 
Emi-
les Swiss
 Affair,
 545 S. 
Sec-
ond
 St., 
offers 
quiet, 
can-
dle -lit 
dinners
 for 
two. 
It's 
a 
bit 
fancier,
 but
 worth
 it.
 
Let  
Cupid  
spear
 
your
 
heart
 
while  
the
 
Pacific
 
Fish  
Co.,
 
177 
W.
 
Santa  
Clara  
St.,
 
spears
 
your  
fa-
vorite
 
seafood
 
with
 
their 
special
 
seafood
 
kabob
 
din-
ner,
 
just
 
for  
Valentine's
 
Day
 
The 
dinner
 
includes
 
a 
chilled  
bottle  
of
 
cham-
pagne.
 
   
All dressed up 
and no 
place to go on that 
special 
night
 for lovers? The San
 
Jose 
area is packed with 
entertainment
 spots 
for 
valentines
 to meet
 and 
have
 fun. 
Here's
 a few sug-
gestions: 
Looking
 for
 love 
CAMPBELL
  
Boswell's
 
1875 S. 
Bascom 
Ave. 
(The
 Pruneyard
 ) 
371-4404
 
The Parlor 
93S.
 Central 
Ave. 
866-5666 
Sebastian's 
1901 S. 
Bascom  
Ave.
 
377-8603 
CUPERTINO
 
Chili's
 
20060 Stevens Creek Blvd 
257-4664
 
Houlihan's Old Place Res-
taurant 
19624  Stevens Creek Blvd. 
725-0515 
P.J.
 Mulligan's
 
19979 Stevens Creek Blvd. 
255-0588 
TGI 
Friday's  
10343 N. Wolfe Road 
Vallco Shopping Center 
257-2050 
SAN JOSE 
Eulipia 
374S. First St.
 
280-6161 
Joshua's
 
4400 
Stevens
 Creek Blvd. 
247-6050 
J29u is%ti 
Fsoarn
 
grhossq  
ua 
re 
SARATOGA
 
Sirloin & Brew Unlimited 
12333 S. Saratoga
-Sunny-
vale Road 
996-3787 
   
Where would you go to 
find your 
Valentine'? 
John Ormsby,
 23, Journa-
lism  
"An ATO little sis-
ter rush party." 
Kathy Briggs, Graphics  
"Strawflower
 
Lane,  San 
Jose." 
Marcello
 Mote, 
20,  Electri-
cal 
Engineering   
"The 
canals
 of 
Venice."  
Anonymous
 
professor
  
"In
 my 
class."  
Nancy
 
Heifferon,  
lec-
turer 
at
 SJSU 
  "In 
a 
French 
restauarant, 
at 
lunchtime,
 
on
 a 
weekday."
 
David 
Antosz, 
27
 Enology
 
 "On the 
'Love 
Boat"'
 
Woo 
tot  
St. 
Valentine's  
lure
 
becomes 
lore
 
for 
lovers of tradition
 
By 
Cheryl
 Greggans 
alentine's Day, 
celebrated  on Feb. 
14, has traditionally 
been a festival 
of romance and 
affection. Its roots 
can be traced
 back to the 
ancient  Roman 
festival  called 
Lupercalia  that 
took place 
every
 Feb. 15. The 
festival of 
Lupercalia  
honored 
Juno, the 
Roman  goddess 
of 
women 
and marriage,
 and Pan,
 the god of 
nature
 
The 
Romans
 celebrated
 their feast 
of 
Lupercalia 
as a lover's
 festival for
 young 
people.  Young 
men and 
women chose
 
partners 
for the 
festival by 
choosing 
names 
by chance 
from a 
box.  Then 
the 
partners  
exchanged
 gifts 
as a sign of 
af-
fection. 
They  usually 
continued 
to enjoy 
one
 another's 
company
 long 
after  the fes-
tival. Many 
such
 courtships ended
 in mar-
riage. - 
After the spread
 of Christianity,
 
church  officials 
tried to give 
Christian  
meaning 
to
 the pagan festivals.
 In 496, 
Pope Gelasius changed
 the Lupercalia fes-
tival of 
Feb.
 15 to St. 
Valentine's
 Day on 
Feb.
 14. 
Valentine's  Day now 
fell on the feast 
day of two 
different Chritstian 
martyrs
 
named
 Valentine, but the 
sentimental 
meaning  of the
 old festival remained, 
and  
the 
customs  of the day 
have
 nothing to do 
with their lives. 
One St. Valentine was a 
priest
 who 
lived in Rome during
 the '200swhen Clau-
dius II reigned.
 The Romans jailed him for 
aiding 
persecuted Christians. It 
was be-
lieved that he cured
 his jailkeeper's 
daughter 
of blindness. 
About 
AD
 270, the Romans beheaded 
him
 on Palatine Hill at the site of an 
an-
cient alter to Juno. Many years
 later, 
Christians named a gate in 
Rome
 after St. 
Valentine. The
 name was later changed to 
Ponto del Popolo. 
Another St. Valentine was a 
bishop of 
Terni, 
about  60 miles from Rome. One 
source says that he was 
persecuted  for 
converting a Roman family to Chris-
tianity. He 
was beheaded in Rome about 
AD 273. 
Even after Valentine's Day became a 
Christian holiday, the influence of Luper-
calia remained, and most Valentine Day 
customs are comcerned with romance and 
the choice
 of a mate. 
Until recently, many people held cer-
tain beliefs in connection 
with Valentine's 
Day. One of the oldest is that brides choose 
their mates on Feb. 14. 
An old English superstition warned 
that it was bad luck to bring snowdrops 
into the home  before Valentine's Day if un-
married women in the 
home
 hoped to be 
married before the end of the year. 
Single women had many ways to 
learning the identity of their future hus-
bands. Sometimes a 
woman wrote her boy 
friends' names on bits of papers and rolled 
each name 
into
 a little piece of clay. She 
then dropped the clay into water. The first 
scrap of paper to rise to the top 
was sup-
posed  to 
contaiii
 the name 
of her true 
val-
entine. 
Sometimes  
unmarried  
women  pinned 
five bay 
leaves to 
their  pillows 
on
 the eve 
of Valentine's
 Day. They 
pinned  one leaf 
to the center 
of the pillow and one
 to each 
corner,  and believed 
they would see their
 
future 
husbands  in their 
dreams  if the 
charm worked. 
In 
Derbyshire,  Eng., young 
women 
cirlced a church 12 times
 at midnight and 
repeated the words, "I sow 
hempseed,  
hempseed I 
sow.  He that loves me best, 
come
 after me now." After that, their true 
valentine was supposed to appear. 
Some young ladies rose early on Feb. 
14, looked through their keyholes, and 
hoped to see two objects. If a woman saw 
only one object in her first peep throught 
the  
keyhole,
 she supposedly had little 
chance of being married that year. 
In some places, an unmarried woman 
would strike her forehead with a 
folded 
rose petal. If the petal cracked, the girl 
knew that her valentine loved her. 
When a women finally 
married, she 
could no longer take part in romantic Val-
entine's Day customs. 
The poet Robert 
Herrick wrote of the bride: "She must no 
more a-maying, or by rosebuds divine, 
who'll be her valentine." 
Little is known about early cele-
brations of Valentine's Day, but according 
to Popular Antiquities, a book published in 
1877, people in England 
observed  the holi-
day as early as 1446. 
In these day, young 
people  chose their 
valentines by writing names 
on slips of 
paper, then drawing them by 
chance  from 
a vase. Early accounts of the
 celebration 
describe how social groupsmet "in the 
homes of gentry" on the eve of Valentine's 
Day to carry out this custom.After draw-
ing lots, each young man wore 
the  paper 
with his 
lady's  name on his sleeve for sev-
eral days. The expression,
 'He wears his 
heart on his sleeve,"
 probably came from 
this custom.
 
Young men often 
presented
 gifts to 
their 
valentines.  In some places, 
the  
young man gave 
his lady a pair of gloves. 
Among 
wealthy  families, men gave 
fancy-
dress balls in honor of 
their valentines. 
The custom 
of sending sentimental 
mes-
sages gradually replaced that of 
giving  
fine gifts. 
In the United States,
 Valentine's Day 
became popular in the 1800's, 
around the 
time of 
the  civil war. Many 
valentines  of 
that period 
were  hand printed.
 They 
usually showed a far
 cupid (Cupid was the 
Roman
 god of love) whose 
arrows pierced 
a heart.
 Some valentines had
 satin, ribbon 
and 
lace
 rimmings, while others
 were 
more  elaborately 
decorated  with 
feathers,
 
dried 
flowers, sea shells 
and tassels.The 
fancier cards 
cost as much as $10 
a piece. 
Young
 women proudly 
displayed their 
val-
entines and 
often kept them 
as
 keepsakes. 
Such
 cards are considered
 collector's 
items
 
today.
 
Valentine's 
Revel:
 
Peterson,
 
Choraliers
 to perform 
The San Jose Poetry Center
 will pre-
sent "Love's Not
 Time's Fool: A Late Af-
ternoon  Revel on Saint 
Valentine's Day" 
from 5:30 
to
 6:45 p.m. on Monday, Feb.
 14 
in Barrington's 
Lounge,  Sainte Claire Hil-
ton, 
Market  and San 
Carlos
 streets. 
Included in 
the program will be SJSU 
English professor 
Nils  Peterson reading 
love 
poems
 from
 across the 
centuries,
 in-
cluding 
some 
of his own. The SJSU  Chora-
tiers,
 
under  
the  direction of Charlene Ar-
chibeque,
 will 
also  perform
 songs of love. 
"Nils Peterson has brought the tradi-
tion of the bards ( poet 
minstrels)  to life in 
San Jose," said English professor Naomi 
Clark, director of the Poetry 
Center.
 "This 
revel  will delight all those 
who  ever have 
or ever 
hope  to love."
 
Admission to the program
 is free and 
open to the public. 
Refreshments
 will be 
available in the Lounge bar. 
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LAFF  
Tickle your sweetheart's
 
fancy 
The 
Laundry  Works 
87 N. San Pedro 
Square 
287-1456 
Saddle 
Rack  
1310
 Auzerais Ave. 
286-3393 
The Old 
Spaghetti 
Factory 
51 N. San
 Pedor 
Square  
288-7488 
The Tower Saloon 
163W. 
Santa  Clara 
St.  
N5-2430
 
SANTA
 
CLARA
 
Acapulco  
Mexican 
Restau-
rant 
and  Cantina
 
1299 
Lawrence 
Express-
way 
265-3193
 
' 
By 
Eric  Gill 
St. Valentine's Day is 
near,  so beware of romantics on 
the 
loose.
 The 
cheerful -looking types 
with a 
flower in their 
hair,  a 
smile on their face, and a glow of 
love
 in their eyes. 
Surely you've seen 
them. They're the
 ones 
who  run 
around campus delivering big chocolate 
kisses to their 
sweethearts.
 
Personally,  
I could do without a 
two-pound 
block of 
chocolate that
 will probably 
just rot away in 
my
 room,
 at-
tracting
 
dust,  ants, and other sweet
-toothed  critters. 
It isn't as though I'm not romantic. It's 
just that I 
would prefer something a little more unusual, like a 
"French maid" and a good old Valentine's Day kiss. A 
kiss is 
much 
sweeter  than candy,
 and it's certainly  
more  
exciting.
 
For those like myself, who prefer a cold 
beer over a 
chocolate 
kiss, Eastern
 Onion's
 
singing
 telegram
 service 
has all 
kinds 
of
 
Valentine
 ideas.
 It 
will  probably 
destroy
 
your 
budget,  
but it might 
do
 wonders 
for your 
relationship. 
The "French 
maid"  will sing your sweetheart 
a 
love
 
song for 
$50.  (The 
price  doesn't include 
the 
kiss,  but a 
hefty 
tip  might do the
 trick.) 
Perhaps you 
prefer something a little 
more 
seduc-
tive. Then 
maybe the
 "dancing 
heart  
special"  would be 
more 
appropriate.  
Forty-five dollars 
will
 
deliver
 a dancer 
wearing a sandwich board with the message, "I 
Love  
You." 
If you're 
not quite sure it's love, or if you want 
some-
thing a little more risque, for $45, a playboy -type bunny 
will sing 
your loved
 one a 
Valentine
 
song. 
And for all the 
gentlemen  out there who still believe 
in
 
Valentine's  Day and were planning
 on sending the usual 
dozen  red roses, may I suggest 
something  a little more ex-
travagant?
 
Let "Mr. Wonderful'
 deliver your wife 
or 
lover 
a 
message  of love that is 
sure to pay off. 
For $50 a handsome gentleman, dressed in a white 
tuxedo, 
complete  
with
 coat tails and top hat,
 will deliver
 a 
single 
red 
rose  to 
that 
"special
 someone." 
But perhaps that's a little too romantic for your style. 
You're
 a 
firm believer in the 
liberated
 woman, right'? 
Why not
 let 
the "stripping
 
clown"
 sing her a 
song? It will 
cost 
you  
$60,
 but he only 
strips down to his 
boxers
 so you 
don't 
have
 to 
worry about 
losing  your girlfriend
 or (kite 
to 
a 
centerfold
 clown.
 
If a 
singing  
telegram is beyond your budget, but 
you're tired 
of
 sending flowers, Happy Balloons of San 
Jose
 will deliver a bouquet of one 
dozen  red and silver 
heart -shaped
 helium
 balloons for $32.50. Or how about a 
mixture 
of heart -shaped and regular
 balloons for $26.25? 
And if that's not 
enough
 to lift your lover's
 spirits, for an-
other $6, 
a bottle of champagne 
will  accompany the bou-
quet of 
floating  hearts. 
Still too 
expensive?  Amenities in 
the Valco Fashion 
Mall has 
Valentine  gifts ranging
 from $2 to $25. If 
you're 
into 
satin and hearts,
 this is the place 
to find both. They
 
have pink and 
red satin hearts of 
all kinds. Pillows, 
mir-
rors,  pill boxes and 
several
 other heart items. 
They also have 
special Valentine t -shirts 
with  mes-
sages
 on them like, "Cupid 
Made
 Me Do It" and "So 
Many
 Men! So Little 
Time." 
These are 
just
 a few ideas for you wild 
romantics
 who 
are tired
 of sending flowers and 
candy. Not that there's 
anything wrong 
with flowers and candy, but for 
those of 
you 
who  wish to send something
 a little more unusual 
on
 
the 14th, try 
a little craziness. It might not
 save your 
relationship, but 
it
 can't hurt. 
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By Alicia 
Tippetts
 
"An axquisite invention this. 
Worthy of Love's most 
honeyed
 kiss, 
This
 art of writing billet-doux 
In buds and 
odours,
 and bright hues! 
In saying all one feels and thinks 
In 
clever  daffodils and pinks; 
In puns of tulips, and in 
phrases.  
Charming for their truth of daisies!" 
"Love -Letters Made of Flowers", Leigh Hunt 
They are beautiful and 
sweetly
 scented. They are soft 
and exceedingly fragile. They are flowers, a lovely way to 
sends
 message to a special someone on Valentine's Day. 
Flowers are more than just pretty things to look at. 
They have a language all their own. Each color anf 
flower
 
mean specific things. Most have a tradition behind their 
meaning. 
Roses are generally
 considered symbols of love and 
beauty. Poet Tom Moore 
declared  that roses came into 
existence at the same instant as 
the rising of Venus from 
the 
sea.  
While red roses speak 
of love, yellow roses symbolize 
jealousy, and a 
decrease
 of love and unfaithfulness.
 
The  white rose is a symbol 
of silence. Long ago, the 
god of silence was 
protrayed  as a young man, half -naked,
 
holding a finger to his lips
 with a white rose in his other 
hand. 
White roses were sculpted
 over the doors of dining 
rooms to remind 
guests not to repeat the
 things they had 
heard while 
feasting.
 
At one time, the 
white rose was also carved the 
con-
fessional booths 
of the Catholic Church. 
0 0 
language
 
of
 
White and red roses together signify warmth of heart 
and unity. 
The special message attached to daisies began with 
knightly 
tournaments.  
When
 his lady
-love  allowed a 
knight 
to emblazon 
a double field 
daisy on his 
shield,  she 
was publicly 
acknowledging
 that she 
shared  his 
affec-
tions. 
If the lady 
was  not sure of 
her  affections and
 had not 
yet  decided to 
acceptor reject
 her lover's 
suit,  she wore a 
crown of 
white  daisies low 
over her 
forehead.
 This 
told
 the 
knight
 that she 
would  think 
about  his fel 
A 
rosebud of any
 color signifies
 otth, beauty,
 and 
love 
which has yet
 to fully bloom.
 
If a 
person  wishes to 
express sincerity,
 a fern is the
 
perfect 
plant to do it 
with. The 
addition  of a fern 
to any flo-
ral arrangement
 reinforces the 
message of 
that
 partic-
ular 
flower. 
The 
Chinese  
chrysanthemum
 
has  a meaning
 of 
P' 
CA101
 
flowers
 
cheerfulness  during mistortune
 while the yellow chrysan-
themum symbolizes slighted love. 
The tulip 
originated  on the banks of the Bosphorous, 
in Turkey. It first meant
 inconstancy and violent love. 
Today it means fame. 
Forget-Me-Nots mean exactly what the name im-
plies: remembrance and 
true love The tradition began in 
Austria. 
On the eve of their 
wedding, two lovers were walking 
along
 the
 banks of the Danube River.
 On the crest of a 
wave was a flower of 
deepest blue. 
The young woman admired its beauty and sighed 
be-
cause the flower would be 
swept  away. Her sweetheart 
dived into the river
 to get the flower, but was overcome 
by 
the strong currents. 
With a desperate effort, he threw the
 flower to her, 
and with his last breath 
he
 said, "Love me. Forget me 
not!" 
World
 
famous
 candy flown fresh 
from
 
Europe
  
Treat a lover
 
to 
a 
By Carrie Hagen 
If you 
want  to buy 
chocolate 
for your 
sweetheart,  
but you 
want
 something
 a little 
better than 
a Snickers 
bar or a box
 of candy 
from  
Woolworth's,
 the 
place to go 
is Mag-
nifique
 Chocolatier,
 the 
Mercedes-Benz  
of
 chocolate 
shops.  
The 
small shop, 
owned and 
operated 
by
 Lana Hein 
and Beth 
White, is 
perched  
above  a 
parking
 lot across
 from Old 
Town in Los
 Gatos. 
Despite
 its size,
 it contains 
some
 of the finest
 chocolates 
available in 
America. 
One glass
 case in 
the  shop 
contains
 the 
chocolate  of 
Come
 Toison 
d'Or,  made in 
Belgium.
 The 
other  case 
contains  the 
chocolate  of 
Moreau  of 
Switzerland.  
The  cases, 
which hum 
softly, keep
 the chocolate
 at a constant
 temperature,
 between 
60 and 70 
degrees,
 and a low 
humidity. 
"Fine 
chocolate
 should 
never be 
refrigerated  
and
 never 
frozen,"
 Hein 
warned  
She 
recommends  
that
 people keep 
their  chocolate 
in
 a cool, dry 
place.  
What 
makes  the 
chocolate
 at 
Magnifique  so 
special?  
Well,
 the two 
European  
chocolate
 makers 
are  
considered
 the best 
in the 
world.
 Come is 
considered 
the 
"purest of the
 Balgian 
chocolates,"  
according
 to Hein. 
The Moreau
 
company,  
which  has operated for 
about  100 
years,
 
is 
known  for its 
exquisite 
molds. It 
began  by 
making
 chocolate 
for European 
corporations.
 Small 
Mercedes -shaped
 chocolates 
are  sold at 
Magnifique.  
Most of 
the 
employees
 of Come have worked with the 
company
 
for 
more 
than
 20 
years.  Both 
companies  
carefully  select
 the cacao 
beans  from 
the  finest 
African
 and 
South 
American 
crops. 
The 
chocolate  at 
Magnifique 
is not 
inexpensive.
 The 
Belgian 
chocolate  costs 
on 
the 
average
 72 a piece,
 or $22 for a 
one  pound box. 
The 
average  cost 
of
 the Swiss 
chocolate 
pieces  is 84 
cents, or 
$25.00
 a pound 
There 
is about 30 
pieces in a 
one -pound 
box.  The 
boxes  are 
wrapped
 in the 
traditional
 
European  
way,  with 
pleated 
white  linen.
 
However, 
there  is a 
reason
 for the 
high prices.
 All of the 
chocolate is 
hand -made.
 
It is flown 
in fresh from
 Europe 
every day 
and brought
 directly to 
the shop. 
The  choc-
olate
 contains 
no 
preservatives
 or 
artificial 
flavorings.  
All of the 
ingredients 
are 
fresh. 
Best  of all, 
European 
chocolate 
has 
one-third
 less 
sugar  than 
American 
choc-
loate. So 
even if your
 sweetheart
 is on a 
diet,  it's all 
right to eat
 this gift 
(well,  at 
least
 
it won't set
 the diet 
back  too 
fart. 
The
 most 
popular
 items 
at the shop 
are the 
basic  truffle 
or truffe, the
 chapagne
 
truffle,  the 
bittersweet  
truffle, the 
nougat 
piece  (fudge,
 nut, and 
caramel  
inside
 choc-
olate),
 and the 
grappe  ( 
butter
 cream, 
pineapple, 
and grand 
marnier  
liquer
 1. 
A truffle
 has basic
 chocolate 
on the 
outside  and a 
creamier 
chocolate 
on
 the in-
side. 
The  inside 
comes  in a 
variety  of 
flavors.  
Magnifique  
will carry 
several 
Valentine  
specials  
including  a 
heart  
shaped
 box 
with heart
-shaped 
truffles,  
Swiss
 truffles 
in a red 
felt
 box, gift 
baskets, 
and  regular 
boxes 
with a silk
 flower or 
a heart. 
These gift 
items range
 from 
$5.00  to 
$65.00,
 or 
more if 
you  have a 
very 
special
 
sweetheart
 in 
mind.  
"We
 have found
 that most
 of our 
customers
 prefer
 our basic 
quality, 
European -
Amorous
 
Cuisine 
Romantic
 
By 
Cassie 
MacDuff
 
All Omar Khayyam needed was: 
"A Book of Verses 
underneath
 the Bough, 
A Jug of Wine, a Loaf of Bread and Thou." 
But lovers through 
the centuries have been giving 
Cupid a little help with aphrodisiacs  foods and potio0 
believed to stimulate sexual 
desire.  
Everything from bananas 
to
 garlic has been used is 
an aphrodisiac at 
one  time or another.
 Fish, 
shellfish 
arid 
garlic, because of their
 high phosphorus content, are said 
to improve lovemaking powers. Eggs, 
grapes,  onions, ar; 
tichokes, chocolate 
and anything that vaguely resembled 
the sexual organs of a man or a 
woman   asparagus, cu-
cumbers, 
oysters,  figs  all have been used in hopes of 
stirring the erotic urge. 
Alcohol in small 
quantities  can loosen inhibitions and 
so act as an aphrodisiac. Many a lover has toasted his or 
her sweetheart with champagne
 and noticed a marked 
warming effect. But
 too much booze can definitely throw 
a wet blanket on the flames of passion. 
A suggested menu for a romantic
 Valentine's dinner 
might include: 
(*recipes follow) 
Chilled cream of cucumber soup 
Cucumber and 
watercress  salad, sprinkled wit 
chopped hard-boiled egg, minced garlic and olive oil 
Boiled lobster with drawn butter 
Rice pilaf 
with
 sauteed onions and mushrooms 
Chocolate mousse for dessert 
Chilled champagne 
A passable 
bottle of champagne can be had for about 
five dollars, 
but several
 vs
 ?ties of white wine come even 
cheaper. If $10-a -pound
 loi.ster would break the budget, a 
broiled butterfish filet will suffice, 
at
 less than $2 per 
pound. 
*Recipes:  
Cream of cucumber soup 
Cook 
two potatoes, peeled and diced, in one cup each
  
of chicken boullion and white wine for 15 
minutes  or until 
tender. Let cool 10 minutes 
then blend a few seconds in 
blender or food 
processor.  Stir in two peeled, coarsely ' 
grated cucumbers, one cup heavy cream, one teaspoon 
each grated onion and salt, and a pinch of 
ground  pepper. 
Serve well -chilled. 
Chocolate mousse 
Into blender put one 6-ounce package semisweet  
chocolate bits and five tablespoons boiling water or
 cof-
fee. Blend 10 seconds or until smooth. Add four egg yolks. ' 
Blend five seconds. Fold into four stiffly beaten egg 
whites, spoon into individual serving dishes. Chill one  
hour before serving. ( From The Blender Cookbook by 
Ann Seranne and Eileen Gaden ) 
 
Treat that 
special
 someone to 
an evening of 
romance  
at the 
Valentine's  Dance
 in the S. U. 
Ballroom  Saturday
 
night.
 
The  dance,
 co
-sponsored  
by Alpha
 Phi 
Alpha  and
 
Sigma 
Nu 
fraternities,  
will be 
held  from 
9:30 
p.m.  to 2 
a.m.
 
Recorded
 music
 will be 
provided  
by The 
Icemen.  Ad-
mission  is $3.
 
  
tantalizing  
truffle
 
style
 
packaging
 with 
just a 
touch 
of the
 holiday
 to 
accent
 it," 
Hem  
said.  
You 
may 
be
 
wondering
 how 
this 
tradition
 of 
giving  
chocolate
 on 
Valentine's
 
Da 
started
 in 
the  
first
 
place.
 
Well,  it 
probably
 
had  
something
 to 
do
 with
 the 
belief 
that 
chocolate
 
is 
an
 
aphrodisiac.
 
No 
wonder
 the 
Belgians
 
eat  
chocolate
 with
 every
 
meal.  
Carol
 Price 
0 
Page 
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Dig unearths 
6,000
-year
-old  
artifacts
 
Project
 
reveals
 upland 
Indians'
 
past;
 
SJSU 
students
 
involved  at 
Pilot  
Ridge  
By 
Mike 
McGuire  
Job 
description:
 
Physical
 
labor. Much digging and 
rolling 
around  in 
the
 
dirt.  
Beautiful  setting in Pacific 
Northwest, but 
hot  summers and snow in the winter. 
Quiet 
and 
serene (because the job 
is
 two-and -one-half 
hours  from the 
nearest
 store.) 
If this sounds like a 
good  way to spend sometime, talk 
to Bill 
Hildebrandt
 at the Anthropology
 Lab. 
Hildebrandt
 is an archaeology instructor
 at SJSU. 
However, for the last six months he 
has been supervising 
a group
 of archaeology students from SJSU and Sonoma 
State in a joint excavation 
project which has yielded al-
most 4,0(N)  
artifacts.  
The 10 excavation sites
 are located on 5,000-foot Pilot 
Ridge. The ridge itself is only 20 miles 
east  of Eureka. 
However, 
because
 the only route is by four-wheel drive 
vehicle, it takes two -and -one-half hours. 
The excavation began for 
Hildebrandt  in late August. 
The field 
work
 is now 
complete
 
and  the laboratory analy-
begin 
accepting
 bids for
 the 
excavation."
 
The 
Pilot Ridge
 project
 also 
represents  
the
 first find
 
in California
 of a 
complete 
"artifact  
assemblage"
 from  
6,000 
years  ago. 
An
 artifact 
assemblage
 is a group
 of arti-
facts that 
have 
characteristics  
that can be 
attributed 
to a 
distinct tribe
 or tribes. 
"In two 
separate  
places
 we found 
actual living
 areas 
that date 
back  
approximately
 6.000 
years," he 
said. 
The digs 
also include
 artifacts 
from about 
4,000 years 
ago. 
According  
to
 the 
preliminary
 analysis, the 
later 
arti-
facts 
represent
 local 
Indian  tribes. 
"The 
artifacts  can 
probably be 
attributed 
to several 
groups,
 because
 it is right 
on a boundary
 area ( 
between  
tribes',"
 he said. "The
 groups are the
 Hupa, Wintu, 
Nong-
atl, and the 
Whilkut-Chilula."  
Conclusions 
on
 what the 
findings  say 
about  these 
tribes
 will not be drawn
 until the final 
report is finished 
in 
April. 
Found 
at
 the sight was a 
large amount of 
"projectile 
This is 
the
 
largest
 excavation  ever 
carried
 out by the 
forest 
service
 
in 
California,  Hildebrandt
 said. 
sis is 
underway at the
 two schools. 
According
 to 
Hildebrandt,
 the 
students doing
 the 
analysis  are 
looking
 for adaptations
 made by 
upland  Indi-
ans, 
and  how these 
adaptations  
changed
 over a 
period  of 
time. 
The sheer
 size of the 
project  is one 
reason  the Pilot 
Ridge 
project  is 
important.  
"This is 
the largest 
excavation  ever 
carried out  by 
the 
national forest
 service in 
California," 
Hildebrandt  
said. 
The sights 
were set aside 
for excavation
 after the for-
est service
 decided to 
build  a 
lumbering
 road 
through
 the 
area, which
 is located 
within  Six 
Rivers
 National 
Forest. 
Three 
archaeologists
 from 
the forest 
service  are re-
sponsible 
for contracting 
the excavation
 and protecting
 
the sites.
 
"The 
forest  service 
rangers  walk 
the
 ridge line," 
Hil-
debrandt
 said, "find 
the sites, 
describe  them 
and finally 
Noon
 
Luncheon
 
"MEET
 
AND  
EAT" 
12:00-1:30
 
Thursday,
 
Feb.  
10th 
featuring:
 
THE 
--COVENANT
 
PLAYERS
 
(Christian
 
Drama
 
(iroup)
 
Campus
 
Christian
 
Center
 
10th 
a San Carlos 
z 
points" or 
arrowheads,
 according 
to Rick 
Fitzgerald,  a 
graduate
 student 
who  worked 
on
 the 
excavation.
 
Ground 
stones used
 to mash 
oraganic 
foods,  and 
shaped 
stones were also
 found. 
The
 group left 
no stone 
uncovered  while 
assessing 
the  
area. 
The  
process
 was very
 involved 
and 
time-con-
suming, 
according 
to Hildebrandt.
 
"Every day,"
 he said, 
"we would 
go out and 
excavate 
the site 
and then 
bring  the 
artifacts  that 
we would 
pick 
up. 
..back to 
the field lab." 
At the field 
lab, two 
students  
conducted
 the 
prelimi-
nary 
analysis  and 
organized  the 
artifacts. 
After  the group 
had expond 
large areas of 
earth, ge-
ologists
 were called 
in to  do soil 
samples.  When 
sites
 were 
located on 
bogs ( marshy 
areas), core 
samples  were 
taken. 
Core 
samples  involve 
pushing  a cylinder 
into  the 
earth.  The result is a 
long tube of dirt 
which  neatly dis-
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Archaeology
 intruder
 Bill Hildebrandt. with 
articles  
from
 ear 
atone
 going
 on in 
the Bay Area and 
ports of 
Northern  Caner-
plays the different layers of 
earth.
 
"We have a fossil pollen expert, who is looking at the 
pollen levels that are preserved 
through  time," Hilde-
brandt said. 
Through pollen tests the researchers can reconstruct 
the nature
 of past environments. 
Having 
completed  the field work on the Pilot Ridge 
project, 
Hildebrandt  is turning his attention to the labo-
ratory analysis at 
Sonoma
 State and SJSU. 
The group was fortunate to avoid problems with 
local  
Indian populations which sometimes object to archaeolo-
gical digs involving 
past  Indian settlements. 
"We hired a native Californian
 consultant," Hilde-
brandt said. 
"He  was a Hupa doctor. He was there full 
time
 in case we ran 
into anything 
sensitive  to the local 
na-
tive people.
 We never did, 
though.
 We got along 
just
 fine." 
While 
problems were 
few, the biggest
 hindrance to 
the project was the weather.
 
"We 
worked in the late summer
 and early fall," Hil-
debrandt said. "It was 
hard --the last site we worked on 
got snowed out. At 
that point everybody
 was really 
tired...11  weeks is too long.
 Six to eight weeks is 
about  
right." 
Kappa
 
Sigma
 
-make our fraternity  
your
 
fraternity -
Open
 
House  
7-9 
p.m.  
Rush
 
Party  
Fri.  11th
 
9:00  
p.m.  
"Revenge  
of the Red
 Eye" 
Alp& 
(4) 
148 S. 11th St. 
Kinn 
Nose 
Ms. 
Students
 are
 bivalved
 in the 
projects,
 both at the 
sight end 
in the
 lab, analyzing 
vAst the 
artifacts  say about
 the pest. 
Hildebrandt may be asked 
back to the area again this 
summer. 
Meanwhile,  the 
Anthropology  
Department  is 
working
 
on projects in 
Mendocino  County 
and Ano Nuevo 
State 
Park, north of 
Santa  Cruz. 
The  Albion project,
 on the Mendocino
 coast, is being 
run by 
Tom  Layton, associate
 professor of 
anthropology.  
Layton is 
interested in past
 Indian uses of 
the  coast, 
for example the 
origin  of marine 
mammal  hunting. 
The Ano Nuevo
 project is being
 run by Gary 
Parsons,  
a graduate student 
Parsons has found
 "abundant" 
artifacts  similar 
to
 
others  found 
inland  near 
Stanford  
University.
 Parsons 
hopes 
to find a 
connection  between
 early Bay 
area  occu-
pations and
 the first 
coastal
 settlements. 
He will attempt
 
to find if the 
artifacts  date 
to
 the same time
 period as 
those
 found near 
Stanford.
 He will also 
try  to determine if 
there is a 
connection
 between the
 two peoples. 
According
 to 
Hildebrandt,
 the 
students
 enjoy the 
ar-
chaeological work.
 Any students 
with  an interest 
in
 ar-
chaeology 
may inquire at 
the Anthropology 
Lab, Engi-
neering
 153. 
Translalron
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By 
Grace 
Donatelli  
In a 
small,  well -lit cubicle,
 Jay Froboese 
skillfully  
greases a 
wheelbearing  and 
fits
 it back into the 
hub  of the 
bike 
tire.  
It's 
one of many jobs Froboese
 performs as manager
 
of the Spartan Bike 
Shop. Whether it's 
fixing  a flat tire or 
overhauling an entire bike, he can do it. 
The bike shop
 opened in 
September
 1974, and 
over
 the 
years, 
has received 
varying
 amounts of 
financial help 
from
 the Associated
 Students for 
certain  parts and 
some 
tools.  
Froboese
 said the 
shop offers 
low cost 
repairs
 with 
quality
 service. 
Special orders
 such as 
painting or 
re-
building 
of
 bikes are 
also available.
 And for 
bike enthu-
siasts who like
 to do their 
own  repairs, 
the  shop also 
sells  
just 
parts.  
Both  Froboese
 and his 
assistant,  Kris
 Teague, 
take
 
pride in the
 work they 
do.  "Last 
semester  we had 
only  two 
complaints  
out
 of 400 students
 and faculty
 served," 
Fro-
boese said. 
Last
 
semester,  the 
shop  advertised in the Daily. But 
this semester, 
Froboese has 
come
 up with a 
more  novel 
form of 
advertising.  He has developed a student fix it 
card that entitles students to an increasing discount off 
labor and repairs as they use the bike shop's services. 
To boost the shop's clientele and also as part of the 
Transportation Fair on Feb. 15 and 
16.,  Froboese said he 
will 
be
 handing 
out the 
student 
fix -it 
cards  throughout 
campus on these two 
days. 
Although no actual guarantee is offered at the shop. 
Froboese 
says that
 the 
shop
 is "really 
good" 
about  taking 
back a 
bike
 
incorrectly
 repaired
 or a 
part that 
is faulty. 
The only problem 
Froboese  sees
 with the 
bike shop is 
the 
location.  The
 shop
 is presently located in 
the 
east cor-
ner of 
the Student 
Union,  on the bottom
 floor. 
According 
to 
Froboese,  it is 
very
 hard for students 
and  faculty
 to find 
it. 
Froboese
 believes
 
that
 the shop 
offers 
very compet-
itive 
prices  with 
a lot
 of 
convenience  to
 the 
student,
 "Stu-
dents 
can  leave their 
bikes  in 
the
 
morning  
and 
ride  them 
home in 
the  afternoon,"
 he said. 
The shop's hours are Mondays, Wednesdays and Fri-
days 10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., and Tuesdays  and Thursdays 
1: 30 to 4:30 p.m. 
Movie
 focuses on 
war  debate 
By 
Eric 
Gill  
Older students wearing striped bell-bottom pants, 
long hair and beards, and black French berets were 
among the audience in the Morris Dailey auditorium 
Thursday 
night. 
But most of the people who came to see the film, "The 
War at 
Home,"
 were not representative of any particular 
age, color or political group, although they do 
have one 
common
 objective  to end the arms race. 
A 1980 Academy 
Award  nominee for best feature
 doc-
umentary, the movie focused on the anti -war 
movement 
on the University of Wisconsin campus. 
It highlighted the 
rise
 of student militarism from the peaceful student ral-
lies of the early '60s to the violent bombing of the 
Army  
Mathematics Research Center in the late '60s. 
But the people were there 
to see more than just a-
nother anti -Vietnam war movie. 
They 
came  to hear what Sam Day Jr., former editor 
of the Bulletin of Atomic Scientists, had to say about nu-
clear disarmament. 
After the film, Day stood before the audience of about 
200 people, grabbed the microphone and began to 
speak.
 
His pudgy 5'- 7" frame, coupled with his dark grey suit  
and black, thick -framed glasses made him look more like 
a conservative bank manager than a liberal editor of the 
Progressive  magazine. 
Day's
 voice was soft 
and his tone 
reflected
 his con-
cern for the future
 of the world rather
 than his anger to-
wards those
 who control it. 
He began by stating
 that the 
war in Vietnam was 
stopped, partly 
because
 of the stu-
dent 
movement.  
He quoted the father
 of one of the 
militant
 students 
who blew up a 
math  research center. 
"Our
 children were trying
 to tell us something,
 and 
they were right, but we 
just  weren't listening." 
He commended
 California and other
 states for their 
nuclear 
arms initiatives, but he 
said that citizens must re-
mind Congress daily 
that they are against the 
arms race, 
and that 
they  must demand that 
the
 United States stop 
making  nuclear 
weapons.
 
"America has a stockpile 
of
 no fewer than 35,000 hy-
drogen bombs," he said,"and 
we
 are adding six per day." 
Days suggested before his speech that the U.S. stop 
making
 nuclear weapons for one year, because the 
U.S.  
has about 10,000 more nuclear bombs than the Soviets do. 
This might convince the Russians that the U.S. is serious 
about disarmament.
 
But  he also said,"I wouldn't trust the Reagan admin-
istration or the Andropov administration because they 
both lie through their 
teeth, but I have no control over the 
Russians." 
In reference to the current drop in oil prices, and the 
possibility that some OPEC nations might default on their 
loans and thereby causing a world-wide crisis. Day said 
"It's a reminder that we live in a fragile world. You never 
can tell when 
a crisis will lead to war." 
He said the danger for the rest of the world "is that 
these nations are a 
tinderbox  which might provoke the su-
perpowers into 
nuclear
 war." 
He is also against draft registration because by regis-
tering students 
are  giving their consent to a draft, and 
"those
 students who resist are exercising
 their con-
science." 
But he does think a lot of 
people
 would resist a draft 
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Martin  
Marietta 
Aerospace offers 
graduates
 a 
quick 
career
 
Itart  and an exciting future at 
Vandenberg
 
AFB in 
California  We need 
graduating
 engineers  to 
work with us as we begin a rapid
 
expansion
 of our 
Space Shuttle programs
 
If 
you're  interested in 
an 
immediate 
challenge  
and a great 
opportunity,  
there  
are 
three
 things 
you 
should
 know about Martin Marietta
 
Aerospace
 
'1 Our organizational structure gives
 you 
unusual
 
flexibility  in 
determining
 your career path 
2 
Martin  Marietta will 
provide  you with a 
stimulating
 environment through 
challenging
 
work assignments
 
3 
And  
finally,  we 
wantto talk 
to YOU 
We
 will be 
holding  on -campus 
interviews  
very
 soon 
today, although
 
not 
on the 
scale  oi the 60's when 
"the
 visi-
bility 
of the 
Vietnam  
war 
provoked  
resistance."
 
"I 
think that 
draft is 
bad  news," 
he said. 
"I can't 
think of 
any  
legitimate
 reason 
why a draft
 should 
occur  
because
 the 
danger  
now 
is not that we will be brought
 
into
 
a long 
drawn-out
 war, 
but 
that
 it 
will  
become  nuclear." 
Manager Jay Froboese, 23, realigns a 
wheel  at the Spartan Bike Shop. The 
shop
 provides low 
VICIOria  
Casuist 
cost repairs for SJSU students 
and faculty. Although there is no  
guaranteed
 work, Froboese said the 
shop 
is -really good- about taking 
back  an incorrectly repaired 
bike
 or a part that is faulty. 
GRADUATING
 
ENGINEERS
 
REACH
 
FOR 
TOMORROW
 
WITH 
MARTIN  MARIETTA 
AEROSPACE
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Arrange to 
talk
 to us 
and 
we'll give
 you 
more  
information about  
Martin
 
Marietta
 Aerospace
 at 
Vandenberg AFB and 
its 
opportunities
 
See  our 
representative
 on 
campus
 
Wigwam  
17 
If 
unable
 to arrange for
 an 
interview  
at/this  time 
please send your resume to:, 
Martin  Marietta 
Aerospace,
 College 
Relations,
 Attn:
 Richard 
Risme 
P.O.Box
 1681, Vandenberg 
AFB, 
California  
93437
 
An 
Affirmative
 Action 
Employer Actively
 
Seekir.
 
the 
Handicapped  and 
Veteran. 
U.S. Citizenship Required. 
MART/Al
 
MARIETTA  
MARTIN
 
MARIETTA
 
AT
 
VANDENBERG
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Fencers sharpening up 
for joust
 
with  Stanford 
By 
Dave
 Reznicek
 
The 
nationany-ranked
 
SJSU
 men's
 and 
women's  
fencing
 teams 
seek to 
con-
tinue 
their 
west
-coast 
dom-
ination  in 
a dual 
meet 
with  
Stanford 
Friday.  
The  
encounter  
will 
offer 
No.  I 
foilist
 Dean 
Hin-
ton 
a chance
 to 
avenge  
his 
only 
loss of 
the 
season.
 
The  
outstanding
 
sophomore  
carries
 an 
II -I 
record  
into 
the 
meet, 
the  sole 
blemish
 
coming 
in the 
Spartans
 16-
II 
victory 
over the
 Cardi-
nal 
earlier  
this
 year. 
Coach
 Mike 
D'Asaro
 is 
enthused 
with Hinton's
 
performances 
thus far. 
"Dean's 
a natural 
fencer
 
who  has only been 
fencing
 for three 
years,"  
D'Asaro
 said. "He's very 
dedicated 
and works ex-
tremely hard at his 
game."
 
Both the men's and 
women's
 teams belong to 
the Western Conference. 
The men's
 record is 6-0, 
while the 
women's
 stands 
at 9-2, their
 losses coming 
at the hands of Penn State
 
and the 
University
 of Penn-
sylvania in the Penn 
State  
Invitational.
 
Last  
year's  
women's
 
team
 
dualed  
to a 
second
 
place 
finish 
in the 
NCAA 
fi-
nals,  
with  
senior  
Joy 
El-
lingson
 
winning  
the 
foil 
title 
for  the 
second 
time. 
The 
men's 
squad
 
placed  
12th 
overall,
 
with  
senior
 
Peter  
Schrifin  
win-
ning 
the 
individual
 title
 in 
the 
epee  
event. 
The 
men  
participate
 in 
three 
separate
 
events
  
foil,  
sabre,
 
and  
epee,  
while  
the 
women 
do 
battle  
only
 in 
the foil
 
discipline.
 
"In 
the  
past,  
officials  
felt 
that
 the 
epee 
and 
the  
sabre 
were 
too 
dangerous
 
for  
women,"  
D'Asaro
 ex-
plained.  
The  
primary
 
differ-
ence
 
between  
the 
foil
 and 
the 
epee
 is 
that  the 
whole
 
body
 is 
open  to 
scoring
 in 
epee, 
while 
only 
the 
torso  
may 
be 
scored  
on 
in the
 
foil. 
The 
epee 
itself  
is a 
heavier  
weapon
 
than  
the  
foil 
and 
the 
handguard
 
is
 
longer. 
The 
sabre
 is 
derived
 
from 
cavalry  
fighting,
 
according to D'Asaro. Only 
the waist and above are 
legal for scoring, and the 
edge rather than the point 
is usually used for striking. 
The outstanding 
woman
 on this year's team 
is Sue Husseman,
 accord-
ing to 
D'Asaro.  She has 
compiled a 19-5 
record,  and 
is seeing to 
improve  on her 
11th
 place finish at 
last
 
year's NCAAs.
 
The Spartans' out-
standing sabrest is 
senior 
Brian Reed, according to 
D'Asaro. 
"I'm 
expecting
 Brian 
to win our regionals and 
qualify for the NCAAs," 
D'Asaro 
predicted.  "He 
should 
finish
 in the top 
three in the nation."
 
D'Asaro is 
expecially
 
hopeful
 about the progress 
of freshmen foilists Fran-
cis Liu
 and Katie 
Coombs.
 
"They 
both  will ma-
ture 
into fine collegiate 
fencers before their career
 
at SJSU ends." he 
said.  
D'Asaro,  a fencing 
semifinalist
 at
 the 1960 
and  
1964 
Olympics, explained 
0:414 
41111nt
 
4 
SJSU's Joy 
Ellingson
 (left) 
won  this match  over 
a Cal State 
Northridge
 opponent 
during 
last
 years 
NCAA 
women's fencing championship. The
 
SJSU 
women as a 
what 
goes 
into
 the 
making  
so 
you need to be highly 
of 
a top fencer. 
competitive." 
"The 
sport 
requires
 
great  
reflexes  
and 
perfect  
The  Stanford meet be -
hand -eye 
coordination,"
 he 
gins at 4 
p.m. in 
WG
 101. 
said. 
"It's  a 
combat  
sport.  
Admission
 is 
free.  
North  
Carolina,
 
Virginia 
hold  nation's top
 spots 
Us 
The  
Associated
 Press
 
North
 Carolina
 and 
Virginia, who 
meet  Thurs-
day in an Atlantic Coast 
Conference showdown, 
held the first 
and third 
spots today
 in The 
Asso-
ciated Press
 college bas-
ketball
 Top Twenty, 
while  
second
-ranked 
Nevada -
Las Vegas lost 
voter  sup-
port 
although it 
remained  
the 
only
 unbeaten team
 in 
the nation.
 
the lop
-ranked 
Tar 
Virginia  was third 
Heels 
got 44 
of 58 
first- 
again
 with two first -place 
place  
votes
 and 
1,116 
points  
votes and 1,039 
points.  
from
 the 
nationwide
 
panel  
Houston, eighth
 last week, 
of 
sports  
writers
 and
 
got the other two No. 1 list -
broadcasters.
 A 
week 
ago,
 
ings and climbed 
to sixth 
North 
Carolina. 
now  
20-3,  
place
 with 820
 points,
 be -
was listed No.
 1 by 34 
of 56 
hind  
No.  4 
Indiana with 954 
first
-place
 
pollsters.
 
and fifth -ranked UCLA 
UNLV,  
20-0, 
had 
13 
with 
898. 
first
-place  
votes  a 
week 
Indiana and UCLA, 
ago and
 10 in the 
poll 
re- 
like
 Houston, jumped two 
leased
 today,
 
with
 1,042
 
places in today's 
poll
 corn -
points, 
pared to last week as St. 
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John's 
fell from 
fifth to 
seventh 
after  a 72-71 
loss  to 
Pittsburgh  
and  
Memphis
 
State 
slipped from
 fourth 
to ninth because
 of a 58-56 
defeat 
against  Tulane. 
Arkansas
 moved from 
ninth
 to eighth 
this week, 
while Missouri 
maintained 
its 10th 
position. 
Two teams 
 Wash-
ington State and 
Georgia   
fell out of 
the Top 20 and 
they 
were  replaced by Wi-
chita State
 and Purdue. 
Washington  
State,
 18th 
a week ago. lost
 to UCLA 
89-87 in overtime
 and 56-49 
to
 
Southern  Cal. 
Georgia,  
No. 19 in 
the  previous 
poll, 
lost to Louisiana 
State  70-59 
and 76-59 
to Mississippi
 on 
Monday night
 in a game
 
that was played
 after the 
votes were gathered. 
The new Second
 Ten 
consists of 
Louisville,  Vil-
lanova, Kentucky,
 George-
town, Syracuse, 
Wichita 
State, Illinois State, Pur-
due, Minnesota and Iowa.
 
Last 
week,  it was Villa -
nova, Louisville, Iowa, 
Georgetown, Kentucky, Il-
linois State, 
Minnesota, 
Washington State, Georgia 
and 
Syracuse 
Louisville moved up 
one spot with victories over 
Cincinnati and Lamar, Vil-
lanova dropped a position 
after a loss to Boston Col-
lege, Kentucky gained two 
notches despite a loss to 
Tennessee, and
 Syracuse 
leaped to 15th from 20th but 
may fall back again be-
cause of 
Monday's  85-74 de-
feat by Pittsburgh. 
Iowa  stayed in the Top 
Twenty 
despite
 losses to Il-
linois and Purdue 
while 
newcomer
 Wichita State
 
lost
 85-73 to 
Memphis
 State 
Monday night. 
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team 
finished
 
second
 
in
 the 
country
 
while  the men finished 12th. 
PCAA STANDINGS
 
(Men's basketball 
standings
 as of Feb. 8) 
L 
Pct. 
UN -Las Vegas 
10 0 
1.000  
Fullerton
 State 6 
2 .750 
Utah 
State  
6 
3 
.667 
SAN JOSE STATE 
5 
4 .556 
Fresno State
 
4 5 .444 
Pacific
 
3 
6 
.333 
UC-Irvine  
3 
6 
.333 
Long
 Beach State 
3 
6 
.333 
UC-Santa
 Barbara 
1 9 .100 
Men's,
 women's tennis teams 
stalled by rained
-out  matches 
By 
Keith  
Hodgin
 
Rainouts
 
were
 
the 
order
 of 
the 
day 
for 
the 
SJSU 
men's  
and  
women's
 
tennis
 
teams.  
The  
men's  
team 
was 
rained
 
out  
Monday  
in their
 
game
 
with  
San
 Diego
 
State,
 
while  
wet  
grounds  
post-
poned  
the 
Lady  
Spartans'
 
match  
with 
De 
Anza 
College.
 
The 
Lady  
Spartans
 are 
scheduled
 to 
play 
Santa 
Cruz 
next 2:30
 p.m. 
Wedensday
 
on
 the 
Spartan  
courts.
 
The  
men's
 team 
will 
also
 be 
home  to 
face 
Cal
-State 
Hayward
 
tomorrow
 and 
San 
Francisco
 State
 Friday.
 
Both
 games 
are 
scheduled
 
for  2 p.m. 
The  
men's  
record  
stands
 at 2-0 
for the 
season,
 
with
 wins 
over 
the 
University  
of Santa 
Clara 
and
 the 
University
 of 
Pacific 
9-0 and
 7-2 
respectively.  
In 
their 
match  at 
UOP
 
Friday,  
the 
Spartan's  
top 
three
 seeds
 came
 
away
 
winners.
 John 
Saviano,
 the 
top 
seed, 
smashed
 Stan-
ford's  
Mark  
Fairchild
 6-3 
and 6-0. 
The SJSU 
women's 
tennis 
team lost to 
No.  I -
ranked Stanford 
9-0 in their 
first match
 of the season 
last
 week, the 
only  con-
solation
 being 
that
 it was 
asst. 
weanianence  
game. 
Stanford  
was the 
NCAA 
champion  last year, 
ending 
the season 
with a 
perfect 
record. 
The Lady 
Spartans'
 top 
seed, Rochelle
 Morrison, 
lost 6-1, 
6-3  to Stanford's 
Linda 
Gates.  No. 2 
seed
 
Alieen Nishi and No. 3 seed
 
Lorene Requiro lost 6-0,
 6-2 
and 
6-1,6-3
 
respectively.  
The Lady
 Spartans
 are 
lead by 
Lyn 
SinClair  
who
 is 
coaching
 
her  
eighth
 year
 
with the
 team. 
The 
Spartans  are 
in the 
Northern  
Pacific 
Athletic
 
Conference,
 composed 
of 
six 
California
 
teams 
and 
four 
teams  
from
 
Washington
 and
 
Oregon.
 
The  
northern  
teams
 were 
added 
to the
 
conference
 
this year.
 
SJSU 
will  only 
play
 the 
California schools during 
the regular season,
 which 
include the University of 
San 
Francisco,  Fresno 
State, 
the  University of 
hiafic 
and
 
the University 
of Santa 
Clara.
 
The newly -added 
northern 
teams  include the 
University of Oregon. 
Oregon State, the 
University of Washington 
and Washington 
State.  
The top three 
California teams will meet 
the top two northern teams 
in conference playoffs 
taking place May 6-8. 
The Lady
 Spartans' 
first 
conference  
match  is 
at
 
the 
University  of 
California  
2p.m. 
Thursday,  
Feb. 24. 
Suit filed
 
for 
Raiders'  
return
 
LOS 
ANGELES
 (AP/ 
 A taxpayers' lawsuit 
was filed in Superior Court 
on Monday asking for an 
injunction invalidating the 
Coliseum Commission's 
agreement to bring the 
Raiders' football team 
to 
Los Angeles. 
The 
suit,  filed by attor-
ney Dana Cole of Century 
City, Calif., and UCLA law 
student John Shur of Ma-
rina del Rey, Calif., also 
asked the return of $675,000 
in rent credits advanced
 to 
the Raiders. 
Cole said he is a fan of 
the Raiders, but 
has  be-
come
 convinced that 
$6.7  
million 
to
 be given to the 
National 
Football  League 
team in the first 
four years 
of its tenancy in rent cred-
its and outright payments 
constitutes an illicit givea-
way of public funds. 
Cole 
said  that neither 
he nor Shur is acting on be-
half of any of the parties 
that have been contesting 
either the Raiders' move 
from Oakland or the terms 
of its Coliseum contract. 
"I love the 
Raiders," 
said
 Cole. "1 
think  they're 
a great 
team.  I'd 
like  to see 
them
 stay 
in Los 
Angeles.  I 
just 
don't like
 the 
deal 
made  
with
 their 
owner, 
Al 
Davis." 
The 
suit  
was  filed
 
against  
both the
 Coliseum
 
Commission  
and the 
Raid-
ers. 
Cole 
and 
Shur  
are  
being 
represent^d
 by 
the 
West 
Los  
Angeles
 law 
firm 
of 
Kaufman
 and 
Franklin.
 
Cole 
wouldn't
 say 
how 
much  the 
firm was
 charg-
ing for 
filing the 
suit, but
 
said 
that  it is 
"not 
substan-
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tial." 
A spokesman
 for the 
Raiders said 
team man-
agement would have no 
comment until club attor-
neys had a chance to re-
view the suit. 
The suit 
claimed  the 
commission
 "has acted
 in 
collusion
 with 
the Raiders 
and 
Al
 Davis to 
create  the 
subterfuge  
and  fiction 
of a 
$6.7 
million
 'loan'
 for the 
tax 
benefits 
of
 the 
Raiders
 
and  Al 
Davis,
 when 
in
 fact 
the  
funds  are a 
gift of 
pub-
lic 
funds  to 
the  
Raiders."
 
In 
addition, it 
was 
charged 
that in allowing
 
Davis to 
construct 
luxury 
boxes on the Coliseum
 rim, 
the 
commission
 has 
vio-
lated the 
Los Angeles 
City 
Charter  
requiring 
public 
bidding for such 
projects.  
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UNLV
 
Rebels
 
remain
 nation's 
unbeaten  
Nevada -Las Vegas, the nation's only unbeaten
 major 
college basketball team, won two more games over the 
weekend, while Coach Jerry Tarkanian suffered one
 loss. 
The Runnin' Rebels ran their record to 20-0 by defeat-
ing UC-Santa
 
Barbara
 85-79 
Friday 
night and 
nipping Cal -
Irvine 70-68 Saturday night. With those two in the win col-
umn, Tarkanian really couldn't complain when he was 
knocked out of the record book by 
North  Carolina Coach 
Dean
 Smith, who notched his 13th consecutive 20-victory 
season when the
 top -ranked 
Tar 
Heels  crushed
 
Furman  
78-43. 
Nevada -Las Vegas, playing at home, squeezed past 
Cal -Irvine when freshman Eldridge Hudson sank two 
free
 
throws with 15 seconds remaining. The
 Rebels are 10-0 in 
the Pacific Coast 
Athletic  Association.  
Cal
-Irvine had the ball and a chance to win the game,
 
but George Turner was 
called for a charging foul with 27 
seconds left.The
 Rebels then brought the 
ball  downcourt 
and Hudson was fouled by 
Turner  as he drove toward the 
basket. Turner 
then
 missed a 15-footer and the 
Rebels  
controlled  the rebound and ran the
 clock out . 
The men of Pi Kappa
 
Alpha 
will  be selling 
"The 
Girls of SJSU 
Calendar" 
during 
the 
regular
 
bookstore 
hours  today at 
the 
Spartan
 Bookstore. For 
more information call 
Randy Parker or Eli 
Thomas
 at 279-9484. 
   
The History Associates 
will
 have an open lecture 
on "The Allied Policy and 
the rescue of Jews
 from the 
Holocaust during World 
War 11" from 2:30 to 3:30
 
p.m. today in DMH 226A. 
For more 
information call 
Eric Narveson at 
244-2536.  
   
Sigma 
Nu Fraternity 
will have an exchange 
rush 
party at 9 p.m. tomorrow 
at the Sigma 
Nu
 Fraternity 
house, 155 S. 11th 
St. For 
more information call Rod-
ney Wade at 279-9473. 
   
The Black Students of 
Engineering will have a so-
cial  event from 
7 to 10 p.m. 
Thursday in 
the S.U. Music 
Listening  Room. For  
more 
information 
call
 the MESA 
office at 289-1770.
 
   
Delta 
Sigma Pi is hav-
ing a "Meet the 
Chapter"  
gathering at 5:30 p.m. 
Thursday
 in the S.U. Alma-
den 
Room.  
.   
The Campus Christian 
Center  invites you to 
"meet and eat with the 
Covenant Players" from 12 
to 1:30 p.m. 
Thursday at 
Jonah's Wail at S. 10th San
 
Carlos. For 
more  informa-
tion call Natalie Shiras
 at 
298-0204. 
   
The American
 Society 
of 
Mechanical  
Engineers
 
invites you to 
their first 
meeting  of the 
semester at 
12:30 p.m.
 Thursday 
in 
ENG 178.
 The 
meeting  
will
 
feature a 
special 
presenta-
tion of the 
SJSU  human 
powered 
vehicle  program.
 
For more 
information
 call 
Donny 
Daman  at 
289-8249.  
   
Alpha 
Kappa  Alpha 
so-
rority  will have 
its
 annual 
spring 
rush
 from 7 to 10 
p.m. Thursday in the Gua-
dalupe Room 
of the Stu-
dent
 Union. For more in-
formation  call 
Donna 
James at 
279-1051 or 
Pamm
 Moseley at 294-4127. 
   
Phi Beta 
Sigma frater-
nity will 
have a "smoker" 
at 7 
p.m. Thursday 
in the 
A.S.  Council 
Chambers  in 
the Student
 Union. 
For  
more 
information 
call
 
Charles Brewer at 971-9297. 
  
Sigma Nu 
fraternity 
will have a 
rush BBQ with 
a keg and house tours at 9 
p.m. Thursday at the 
Sigma Nu fraternity house, 
115 
S.
 11th St. For more in-
formation  call Rodney 
Wade at 
279-9473.  
   
The A.S. program 
board 
will be showing 
"Fast Times at Ridgemont 
High" 
at
 7 and 10 p.m. to-
night  in the 
Morris  Dailey 
Auditorium.
 Tonight's 
show is a 
2 -for -1 special 
and is offered to 
all stu-
dents. For more informa-
tion call 
ASPB  at 277-2807.
 
   
ASPB is offering free 
admission to 
"Malcom  X" 
at 7 and 
10 p.m. tonight and 
tomorrow in the Morris
 
Dailey
 Auditorium. For 
more information call 
ASPB at 
277-2307.  
   
The 
Akbayan
 Filipino 
Club 
invites  interested stu-
dents to attend a meeting 
of old and new 
officers at 
2:30 p.m. today in the 
S.U. 
Montalvo 
room. For more 
information call Eleanor at 
734-4445. 
   
El Concilio is having 
THE TERRACE 
CAMPBELLS
 
HOT SPOT
 
PRESENTS  
BANDANA  
TUES-SAT
 9-12 
Every Tues. 
Ladies Night 
Mens Sexy Chest 
Contest  
$100 
Cash  Prize 
Every  Wed. 
Womens Sexy Leg 
Contest
 
$100 Cash 
Prize  
$1,000
 
Grand
 
Prize
 
Every
 
Thurs.  
Singles
 Dance
 
Contest
 
$100
 Cash 
Prize  
NO COVER
 
CHARGE  
Tues-Thurs
 
The  
Terrace  
750 
The  
Pruneyard
 
Campbell
 
OPEN  
TUES 
THRU 
SAT 
FROM  
4 PM 
its first semester 
meeting 
at 5:30 p.m. today in the 
Guadalupe room of the Stu-
dent Union. For more in-
formation call Dolores 
Carizales at 277-2151. 
   
The Overcomes
 will 
have their weekly meeting 
at
 7:30 p.m. today in the 
S.U. Costanoan 
room.  For 
more information call Bill 
Dahl 
at 279-2133. 
   
The SJSU Skydiver's
 
Club will 
host freefall in-
structor Ray Ferrell and 
show
 the movie "Wings" 
during its meeting at 
8 
p.m. tonight in the 
S.U. Al-
maden
 room. For more in-
formation call 
Michael
 
Brown at 554-6232
 or Bar-
bara Hurley
 at 297-1129. 
   
The Shoto-Kan 
Karate 
Club will begin its 
training  
for the 
semester  at 4:15 
p.m. today at Royce Hall. 
For more 
information
 call 
Carol
 Hernandez at 998-
8226. 
   
The Industrial 
Man-
agement 
Society  is having 
a meeting at 12:30 p.m. 
today in ENG 
335. 
   
The Bluegrass 
Club is 
having a general meeting 
from 5 to 7 p.m. 
this  eve-
ning in the 
SU.U.  Pacheco 
Room.  Anyone 
interested
 
in joining is 
welcome.  For 
more information
 call Jim 
Puzar at 253-8149. 
   
I.E.E.E. is having a 
"Professional Awareness 
Conference for Engi-
neering Students"
 at 1:30 
p.m. today and tomorrow 
in ENG 132. 
For more in-
formation call 
Martin 
Smith at 251-7943. 
   
Amnesty  
Interna-
tional, a 
human 
rights  or-
ganization,
 will 
hold
 a 
meeting  at 2 
p.m.  today in 
FO 216. 
Students 
and fac-
ulty
 are 
welcome.
 For 
more
 
informationcall
 Glo-
ria 
Collins
 at 277-3301. 
   
Phi Chi 
Theta,  the pro-
fessional business 
frater-
nity, 
will have a wine and 
cheesesocial 
from 3:30 to 
5:30 p.m. Thursday in BUS 
001. For more information 
callCarol Page at 997-0703. 
   
MECHA  
will 
have  a 
HECHA 
forum 
at
 1:30 
p.m.
 
today 
in DMH
 234. 
All  Raza 
welcome.
 
   
SJSU Badminton Club 
will 
have
 its first 
meeting  
from 7 to 10 p.m.
 tonight in 
the PER
 Gym. For more
 
information
 
call
 Craig 
Jeong  at t 415)
 493-9132. 
UNLV's Sidney Green led 
scoring
 with 21 points and 
II rebounds, Larry Anderson added 17 points for the 
Re-
bels and Hudson finished 
with
 14. 
The Rebels trailed 44-37 at halftime,
 but outscored 
Cal -Irvine 10-2 to start 
the 
second  half .They led 68-64 with 
four minutes left and,
 with the 30-second shot clock
 turned 
off,
 went into a 
delay  
game.  
But 
a series of 
turnovers en-
abled 
the Anteaters to catch up. 
"We had the 
thing  when we went 
into the delay game 
in 
the final four minutes,  but
 I'm 
telling you, we 
almost 
blew it again," 
said  Tarkanian. "We 
thought  we'd hold it 
and draw them out." 
North Carolina's Smith
 was
 rather 
modest about 
his  
achievement. 
"I
 haven't won
 a game at 
all,"  he said 
after  running 
his record
 to 488-148. 
"I've  just happened
 to be the coach
 
of some good teams." 
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ALL WORK GUARANTEED 
MAURICE
 
BUCHANAN
 
TURNED
 
DOWN
 
A 
BASKETBALL
 
SCHOLARSHIP
 
FOR
 
AN
 
ARMY
 
ROTC 
SCHOLARSHIP
 
"I knew 
l needed 
to 
go 
tEl
 
college.
 1 
needed  to 
get that
 ticket 
punched  
to be 
successful:' says
 
Maurice.
 "Why 
did I 
select  an 
Army 
ROTC 
scholarship
 
over
 a basket-
ball 
scholarship?
 
Because
 I 
knew 
I'd  
have  a 
job
 after 
graduation
 . And 
that's 
more than 
a lot
 of my peers
 could
 say 
"I
 may 
stay  in 
the
 
military.
 
But 
if I 
decide  to 
get 
out,
 I've 
got the
 
best 
job  
reference
 
in the 
world 
-a 
commission
 in the 
United  
States
 
Army."
 
Army 
ROTC  
can
 do the 
same 
for  
you.
 
Qualify,
 and 
you  can 
win 
an 
ROTC  
scholarship,
 as 
Maurice
 
did. 
Each  
scholarship
 
covers
 
tui-
tion,
 books,
 and 
more. 
Bush.,
 1 
I 
Ii. 
I 
los 
cm..  id 
Cit.
 
nt 
1h Mal't 
al 
lasnIset
 
Arnm  
But 
even
 if you 
don't  win 
one,
 
as 
an
 ROTC 
cadet,  you'll
 still receive
 
financial 
assistance. 
Up to $1,000
 a 
year
 kbr 
your last two
 years of 
ROTC. 
If you'd like a 
job 
waiting 
for 
you after
 college,
 do 
what  
Maurice
 
Buchanan
 did. 
Apply  kr 
an
 Army 
ROTC 
scholarship.
 
Today.  
And 
begin 
your  
future
 as an 
officer.
 
At San Jose State 
See 
Captain  
Froberg
 
Room 310, MacQuarrie
 Hall 
Or 
Call  
277-2985
 
ARMY
 
ROTC.  
BE
 
ALLYOU
 
CAN
 
BE.  
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ALASKA 
SUMMER
 JOBS Good 
money SI Parks fisheries
 redden 
fess resorts
 logging 
and much 
more 
Summer  
Employment
 
Guide 
1983  
employer
 listings 
$495
 
Alasco 15261
 Sole, 
Rd
 
Saratoga. 
Ca 95070  
BEER 
MAKERS,
 Lowest
 prices in 
the 
Bay
 Are. 
Convenient
 location
 
lontersection
 ol 101
 and 171 Tap 
pets and Co 2 
Sy...
 Belk 
malts 
and complet
 wine 
making  
eupplies 
Book. 
and  gift 
ohms
 
Beginners
 Beer Kil
 nekes 
9,1411,0. 
14 
cawsl 
$33 96 
Beermakers
 of 
Arneoc. 
1040 N 
411, St 
288  
6647. Son 
Jose
 
CA 
95112  
MENJobs
 on ships,
 American 
Foreign 
No amp...
 required
 Excellent
 
pay 
Worldwide  
travel
 Summer 
irob or 
car..  
Send
 13 00 
for in 
formation
 SEAT AX 
Dept 
64
 
First  and Laurel 
Poll Angeles 
Welshing,.
 98362 
SEIFDEFENSE
 CLASS 
Beg  Feb 15 at 
Sheppard  School 
480 Rough & 
Reddy Rd 135 
8 resew Tues an 
8prn Tr. an 7pm 
C. 
998 
8226
 
MINT
 11 12noon 
AUTOMOTIVE 
BUICK 67 18 Green
 coon Mum sea 
$860
 or be M.. 
cell 243 
7872 wit for Deanna 
CAPER 74. V6 2800 
4ep  
Men,  ism 
tr. Il 'ocelots great cord se 
too 11995/1 0 2776749 
71 RENAULT TS16 Good gin mtg. 
Good
 
running  cond Funky
 11000 
RIO  
Lire 
msg. 
415  9136 1577  
70 VW 970 
mae 64 
404p
 eng New 
let et.
 gen or. do. 
Mei.
 
wipes 
Mu.  sell 1800 be 374  
2101 9 
4prn Pee 
FOR  SALE 
CART 
Gas
 merr 3 wheel Owl genet 
Mot 5508  
Mon 21, to Thme 
2,10 2 
pm
 Campus Corp `lord
 
Auto Shop Bide due 1 
pm
 
Thum 2/10
 
NIKON EM 35n. cern..
 Body only 
Excellent
 condition 6120'011er 
Keryn 224 
1870.11., 
Rpm
 
PUBLICF  NOTICE'!  
Thle
 beautiful 21,d 
expando 
must
 be sold this week, 
ABliMg  123900 but mole offer 
Low cruhprnt Call Miner 
Weber  
272 3400 
SJSU USED BIKE SALE 
Mon 2 7 to 
Throe 2-10 2 
pm Siudent Union 
Bike Shop Sealed bids due 210 
2p m 
TYPWRITER 
STD  140 Stand $25 
Chest drawers $35 Oak Hood 
& double dresser 1150 
297 7679 
HELP WANTED 
GRAPHIC ARTS STUDENT wanted to 
desingn logo for new business 
Call Lour. 735 0519 
HANDYMAN IPE05010 1 rep. 
plumb.  
2 
pm.. 
1..01
 
3 
by,
 toyer & tile 
le..
 4 
NctteI 
5 or all of the above For 
open 
men. near temp. 67 per hour 
Cell Don 
295  7438 
IF YOU VE SOLD 
INSULATION  Cable 
TV 
megatono etc 
you'll love 
this, Starters avg $7 to I14,hour 
plus bonuses 
So,.,,.door 10 
door NA 001 
Auto Service Pro 
gem has teen en 
wey  sale since 
1977 
18 hours per week 
era 
otein CAII us  
this ie  good Mbi 
247 
0570
 
KITCHEN HELPER 
WANTED Pert tone 
E. eh. 
Apply  in person 
OKAYAMA
 Reel 565 
AN
 6th St 
OVERSEAS JOBS 
SurnmeMyeer 
found Europe 5 Amer A.. 
Its. Asia All fields 8500 
$1700 
monthly Sights.ing Free info 
Woe IJC Box 52 CA 38. Corona 
D. M. CA 92625 
WAREHOUSEMAN
 PART TIME 
14 
004r
 
Stockmemdrivar
 
t, 
1,0 
ten food
 co 
Some
 
heavy
 
liftinl.  
Work 
hrs 1 to 5pin Weds Thum 
Fri and 
9am  to noon Sat Steady 
298 4900 
VVORKSTUDY  
STUDENT
 WANTED for
 
3 recreation position. ib 
$4 50 -hr 
Nimble hrs Call June 998 
4400  
HOUSING 
BEAUTIFUL 14, Ile garden opt 
Arrow  street from SJSU 
Carport 
and courtyard Availmble to lease 
at 
$385
 rho C11 292 5462 for 
.PTAE "PF". 0 R E N T . " R 'to... 
COT
 7 BR 
1 bath 6 
block
 from camp. Rent plus uti 
Mies 
$4001,nn
 Call 
294 3024 
HOUSE FOR RENT
 2 teem 1 blocks 
from 
SJSU 
lewe
 
$450mo  
$100depoein  11 
last
 279 
17551358  3261 
LOOKING FOR A FEMALE to 
wdh   
handicapped nen as  
cornpenkin  
Call 298 2306 ask lor Brian 
RECENTLY REMODELED 
huge lap 
prom 1000 se ft I 2br unfit, 
rushed send. apt YV,parlong 
Only one blk from 
SJSU 
New 
cer 
pet AEk frost It., fridge BBO 
area R. loom laundry Avelleble 
to lea. 
en 1530 
mo
 Call 292 
5452 
lot 
appointment
 to 
we ROOMS FOR RENT 
Beautiful  
horn* Four blocks east of campus 
Chi. non stholung term.. only 
2.4.,.
 MB w.p.m. bath 1175 
2 mgt. rooms 1225 each Share 
kitchen etc 280 1086 
STUDIO APARTMENTS 8275
 to 
$295 Near 
camp.  
0.
 
[i.e.,' 
only No pens 1,11s1 end lest plus 
$100 
Off street parking and leun 
dry roorn 452 5 3rd Cell Psi
 
295 
7438 
THE HACIENDA INN and 5. Joe. Res 
id.. Club Coed specious
 fur 
noshed rooms 
Weekly
 rates $60 
to 190 Utile 
Pd
 Linen & hoota  
keeptng 
sem  011 
street
 peeing 
Ithindry Negro. 1 blocks from 
SJSU 202 
& 234 S 1 
1 th In 
quire 122 
North  Ilth 
St
 998 
0223 
WHY
 RENT, Own 210 
condo 
in Cern 
Mien Only 13450 
down
 1480 
pet rno
 204%  GPM loon 
Call 356 
0309 
PERSONALS 
BASEBALL
 CARDS Wonted 
WIN buy 
collection,  See Or
 
Le., in 15. 
new Tower 
?83o, cell 415 837 
0191
 
LONI CARAVALHO Ilu getting 
closer, There no mica., The Big 
TWO SIX is lurking 
M.
 around the 
corner, Yew, 
MARRIAGE 
CEREMONIES  Simple 
beauttful
 no 
bloodies, See 
cense provided Anyplace Min 
1,1.1
 
267
 9163 
OSAKOWITZ HAPPY 21.0 Try not to 
drown
 on your 
fest  day 
'wing 
GB Buddy 
SERVICES
 
DENTAL/VISION
 PL AN for snudents 
Enroll now, Save your teeth and 
eyes and also money Int 
remotion  
AS
 offic 
or phone 371 6811 
SECAUSE 
OF
 YOUR FANSTASTIC RE 
SPONSE. I Ern repeating my offer 
Bare it NV Stop shaving yew 
ing tweesing or using Chemical 
Depilitories Len me 
permanently  
remove
 your 
unwanted hair lchnn 
bikini tummy moustache etcl 
15% discount no students and far 
'shy Coll before June 1 1983 and 
get you/ 1s1  oppl lit price
 559 
3500 
Gwen Chelgren RE HAIR 
TODAY GONE TOMORROW 1645 
 Bascom Ave Ste C Cempbell 
CA
 
FRENCH 
TUTOR  I 
ten
 help you 
limun 
or 
improve
 your 
Trench
 I ha.  
BA 
in French 
snudied 
I,, 
France
 
Call
 Karen 
779  1811 
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7 II 
 3 
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WIg 
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services
 
24
 hrs 
14151595
 
8475  
SCULPTURED  
NAILS 
Fingernail
 
beauty  and 
protection 
el reasons
 
ble prices 
M.1.269  0213  
STUDENT
 
SPECIAL  Tex 
prepare 
eon Check
 
inexpensive
 oh 
t to 
rote 
Short  loon 
only $750
 
Phone  258 
1589 eves 
week
 
ends
 ask 
In,
 
Pamela 
WEDDING
 
PHOTOGRAPHY
 by 
Pro  
Free  
engagement
 prom.
 Rea 
sortable
 
ems  You 
keep
 nag. 
Call 
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Fullerton
 pushes
 for 
stadium
 
expansion
 
cuts
 
groups
 
from 
budget  
By 
Mike 
Holm 
Three 
campus 
groups
 have 
been  
droppped
 from the
 
Associated 
Students
 budget for next year 
because they 
failed to 
file funding 
requests 
before  the 
Jan.
 25 deadline.
 
Semana
 
Chicana,
 El Concilio,  
and  the Gay 
and  Les-
bian Student 
Union 
will not be 
eligible for funding through 
the 1983-84 A.S. budget,  forcing them to seek funds 
through special 
allocations  of the general
 
fund.  
None of the dropped groups could be reached for com-
ment.
 
Tony Anderson. A.S. president, said that as of Mon-
day, 33 groups have 
applied  for funding under next year's 
budget.
 
This year's budget
 provided funds for 38 campus 
groups 
and services.
 
To be considered
 for the funding, a group must re-
ceive funds from the A.S. special allocations committee 
for
 two years in a 
row. 
Semana Chicana received 84.000 from this year's A.S. 
budget. El Concilio, a blanket organization representing 
10 Hispanic 
groups,
 got $3,50, while the Gay and Lesbian 
Student Union got $1,500. 
This year, the Gay 
and  Lesbian Student Union had re-
ceived
 funding for the first time. 
Semana Chicana
 has received A.S. money 
since fall  
1980. 
El Concilio
 has been in the budget
 since 1979. 
Stephanie  Duer, A.S. 
director
 of non-traditional mi-
nority affairs 
and a member of the 
budget  committee, 
said she does not know why
 the three did not file 
requests.
 
Duer said the only way for 
the groups to get money 
now is to go through the special allocations process for the 
next two years, 
and remain active during that time. 
"They have to prove to 
the A.S. that they are a 
stable 
group," she said.
 "That way, we know we 
are not budget-
ing a group with no staying power." 
Meetings on next year's budget started
 Monday, and 
will be held every Monday 
at 1 p.m. until the budget is 
completed. 
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By Scott 
Bontz  
SJSU President Gail Fullerton said Monday the SJSU 
Foundation committee of the board is 
"looking  at a vari-
ety of ways" to fund an 8,000-seat expansion of Spartan 
Stadium.  
She said, "One  way or another, sooner or later," 
the 
university needs to expand seating to 30,000 seats. The 
proposed expansion will cost about $2 million, according 
to 
Fullerton. 
Although she could not explain the details of how 
funding would be accomplished because "we haven't 
worked them out yet," 
Fullerton said the university 
might use something similar to an "innovative kind of 
bond funding" used at California State University, Ful-
lerton.
 
At Fullerton, the university, the city and private con-
tributors are making a joint project of building a 
campus 
sports 
arena  and hotel. 
Fullerton said getting the funding "comes down to 
loans of one 
kind or another." She explained that in "this 
particular economic climate" it would be too difficult to 
look for "straight-out donations." 
Fullerton said the foundation board is looking at dif-
ferent tax-exempt loans and is trying to 
"put  together a fi-
nancial plan to show how we would repay the loan." 
San Jose Mayor Tom McEnery's withdraw] of city 
support for the expansion last month 
was "taken out of 
context"
 by the press, Fullerton said. 
McEnery was reported to have withdrawn support
 for 
stadium expansion in favor of other projects.
 
"Spartan Stadium is just a much lower priority than a  
number of 
other  things we're doing," McEnery said.
 
Fullerton said, however, 
that
 the city had never 
promised to give 
money  for the expansion, but had 
only
 
Serial
 numbers for 
hot 
cameras 
sought
 
By Cassie 
MacDuff 
University Police
 are seeking help from anyone
 who 
has had 
a 35mm camera stolen 
from McQuarrie Hall, 
Duncan Hall, Industrial
 Studies or the Art Building. 
Police need serial numbers of the stolen cameras to 
link the thefts to a 
suspect  for whom they are seeking an 
arrest  warrant. 
"Without the serial numbers, 
there is not much we 
can do," said University Police information officer Russ 
Lunsford. 
1
 Lunsford 
said
 he believes some 
students  may have 
had 
property stolen and not
 reported it at all. 
Students  
I knowing the serial
 numbers of their 
property,
 should call 
I 
investigator  Jeff Higginbotham
 at 277-2057 between 8 a.m.
 
I 
and  5 p.m. 
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BOOKSTORE 
il ret011 
discussed the possiblity of a loan at "about
 9 
percent"
 in-
terest.
 
Fullerton
 said that interest rate 
ryas 
comparable  
to those
 on current tax-exempt loans. 
Fullerton did 
not  think the 
withdrawal
 of 
support  for 
the discussed loan will delay expansion. 
"We 
never  
really 
counted
 on that particular money to 
be made available at this time," she said. "I don't con-
sider it 
a temporary
 setback."
 
Fullerton 
and expansion 
proponents
 want a 
30,000-
seat
 Spartan Stadium
 to help 
SJSU 
independently  
qualify 
for NCAA 
1-A standing.
 Although 
SJSU has 1-A status be-
cause 
at
 least 
half the schools in 
its 
conference
 
individu-
ally 
meet
 the 
NCAA's  standards, 
Fullerton  said 
relying  
on other
 
schools'
 
ability  
to retain
 their status 
was a 
"rather 
thin  basis 
on which to 
protect  
our  standing." 
Opponents
 of 
expansion  say 
that 
even with the larger 
stadium, SJSU would not meet the 1-A standards because 
it does 
not 
average
 17,000 in 
attendance  at home once 
every 
four
 years.
 Fullerton said 
the 
low  attendance prob-
lem is 
a 
"circular  
thing."  She said to attract the 1-A 
schools 
that  would fill a larger stadium. SJSU must first 
have
 the larger 
stadium.  
Fullerton 
said 1-A standing is 
"critically  
important"  
because without 
it,  SJSU would be 
"dropped off 
the sched-
ules" of Stanford and other PAC -I0 schools.
 She said play-
ing larger 
schools 
boosts  gate 
receipts
 and 
leads  to tele-
vision 
revenues.
 If the
 stadium was
 
larger,
 she said, it 
might "not only clear
 its costs, but be something that con-
tributes."  
"We have to be careful not
 to become a for-profit kind 
of agency," she said, but added, "We can . . . generate 
a surplus to be applied 
toward 
construction
 cost." 
il 
Fullerton
 
Request
 by Weekly 
undecided
 
By
 Bob Teeter 
The chances are mixed
 that the Independent 
Weekly will receive $5,000 requested by its editors from 
Spartan
 Shops.
 
A polling of the nine members involved in the Feb 
18 plan, two are in favor of the plan, two are still consid-
ering, four were unavailable for comment, and one is on 
sabbatical. 
The editors of the SJSU independent newsmagazine 
say 
they need $5,000 to put out 13 issues this semester. 
The request was made in December and then rec-
ommended by the Spartan Shops
 special allocations 
committee. It calls for Spartan Shops to grant $500 
per 
issue of the Weekly, up to $5,000. 
"I'm the one who encouraged them to apply for it," 
A.S. 
president  Tony Anderson said. "If you vote with 
common sense, we need it. 
"It's a positive thing for the board," he said. 
Stephen Achtenhagen, board member and market-
ing instructor, said he is in favor of the plan as currently 
worded.
 
He said he recommended the plan when it was con-
sidered by the Spartan Shops special 
allocations  com-
mittee.
 
Other board 
members
 were still unsure. 
"It's premature to even guess how I might vote until 
I know everything (else) that's asked for," said Glen 
Guttormsen,  a board 
member and director of business 
affairs. 
"I haven't seen any of the details," said James Mur-
phy, aboard
 member and recreation and
 
leisure
 
studies
 
instructor. 
Julie
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